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■ Snuggly textured knit ■ Snowy owl comforter

■ Striped easy-on jumper ■ Cute cat cardie

an a ra e
reindeer motif!

l

Knit a
gorgeous
Scandi dress

Extra-special gift Classic style

4 fun nursery makes

99

patterns

Festive projects for comfort and joy!

k

Special

SYXƤXW JSV

XLI FMK HE]


�QSVI�

Sweet Snowman
sweater

Winter warmer

PLUS KNITTED STOCKING-FILLER IDEAS PERFECT FOR BABYElmeKamel.ir
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A beautiful Scandi dress

will bring so much joy to

the big day Page 6
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Editor's letter

Welcome
There's nothing like knitting for Christmas! 

And there's nothing sweeter than seeing a 

little one sporting a unique, Christmas knit 

created especially for them…

We have an issue packed with extra special ideas for the 

festivities, including a stunning Scandi dress over on page 

6, fair isle-style snowman sweater (page 14), sparkly wrap-

over top (page 20) and sweet snowball jumper on page 48. 

We also have a fabulously festive nursery set, on page 35, of 

Santa cushion, tree bunting, stripy stocking and cheeky little 

IPJ��8LI�TIVJIGX�[E]�XS�GIPIFVEXI�FEF]�W�ƤVWX�'LVMWXQEWŷ

Zeena Moolla
Acting Editor

PS If you have any technical queries about the patterns 

featured, email loveknitting@immediate.co.uk for help.  

Don’t miss our next issue, on sale on 12th January

Knit a classic teddy bear as

an extra thoughtful gift for

someone special Page 28

Help keep baby cosy and

warm in this super-soft Sirdar

hoodie – so huggable! Page 53

This adorable snowmann
jumper is great for bothh

girls and boys, and is thee
perfect Christmas Dayy

crowd pleaser! Page 14

Rico's cat cardie is too

cute for words! Perfect

for dress up Page 68
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Projects

December 2017
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6 Merry and bright                                               
Val Pierce’s Scandi dress is a perfect 
blend of sweet and stylish. Little girls will 
love the bold pink colour and cute motifs 

14 Snow cute                                              
Knit baby a Christmas jumper to be proud 
of! This festive fair isle number is oh-so-
jolly, with a row of smiling snowmen

20 Blue lagoon                                              
Our gorgeous wrap jumper is packed with 
beautiful details and worked in sparkly 
ZEVMIKEXIH�]EVR�JSV�E�YRMUYI�ƤRMWL

28 Bear hugs!                                              
Babies will adore this friendy teddy. He 
QEOIW�XLI�QSWX�TIVJIGX�WXSGOMRK�ƤPPIV� 
JSV�]SYV�PMXXPI�SRIŭW�ƤVWX�'LVMWXQEW 
 
 
35 Nursery collection                                              
Decorate baby’s room with our fun  
festive patterns, from a classic  
stocking to a snuggly cushion!  
36 Stripy stocking 
38 Christmas tree bunting 
40 Santa cushion 
44�%PƤI�XLI�IPJ 
 

48 Comfort and joy                                              
Little ‘snowballs’ adorn this elegant 
jumper for girls – once you’ve mastered 
XLI�FSFFPI�WXMXGL��]SYŭPP�ƤRH�MX�E�FVII^I�

53 Making waves                                              
Wrap up your tot in this snuggly hooded 
coat with an eyecatching wavy stripe 
pattern. It’s our cosiest winter knit!

58 Jack frost                                              
Nothing beats the cuteness of a pixie 
hood. This jacket from Sirdar is bright and 
beautiful, with a lovely variegated yarn  
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86 How to knit �Ѵ Shopping guide 90 Last word: Jo Benner 91 Next issue

68 Kitty cutie
With an adorable cat face embroidered
on the hood, here’s a knit that’s purr-fect 
for children who love to dress up!

78 Fit for a prince            
Work narrow stripes in shades of
white, silver and gold to create this
handsome jumper for baby boys

82 Snowy snuggles        
Our snowy owl comforter is so soft
and huggable, and there’s plenty to
keep you busy in this detailed pattern 
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Christmas dress

W
arm, stylish and so

QYGL GSQƤIV XLER

WITEVEXIW� E ORMXXIH

NYQTIV HVIWW MW XLI YPXMQEXI KS�XS

MXIQ MR E KMVPŭW [MRXIV[EVHVSFI�

%RH XLMW SRI MW E VIEP [MRRIV� [MXL

EHSVEFPI HIXEMPW XS QEOI ]SY ERH

FEF] WQMPI� ;SVO WRS[ƥEOIW ERH

VIMRHIIVQSXMJW JVSQ XLI GLEVXW

SZIV XLI TEKI� YWMRK XLI MRXEVWME

QIXLSH� 8LI GSPSYVW GSRXVEWX WS

[IPP� ]SYŭPP PSZI WIIMRK XLI TEXXIVR

GSQI XS PMJI ERH XLIR EHHMRK E XMI

ERH XEWWIPW JSV XLI TIVJIGX ƤRMWL�

%FSYX XLMW ]EVR
West Yorkshire Spinners
Bo Peep DK
��	 *EPOPERH [SSP� ��	 R]PSR

���Q TIV ��K

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.95, www.wyspinners.com

Merry & bright

Top Tip
If you get confused when 
reversing shapings, hold 
the dress up to you as if 
you are wearing it to tell 
which edge is which

Val Pierce’s�WRYKKP]�HVIWW�MW�XLI�FIWX�[E]�JSV�FEF]�

XS�WXE]�GSW]�XLMW�[MRXIV��-XŭW�TIVJIGX�JSV�TEVXMIW��[MXL�

WX]PMWL�7GERHM�QSXMJW�MR�FVMKLX�JYGLWME�TMRO
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Add woolly tights or

leggings to make this

EHSVEFPI�SYXƤX�GSQTPIXI�

The back of the 
dress features a moss 

stitch button band 
and three buttons

ElmeKamel.ir
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Christmas dress
=SY [MPP RIIH
■ West Yorkshire Spinners Bo Peep DK 

Baby Yarn, 50g in:

Tooth Fairy x 4 (5) balls – A 

Rascal x 2 (3) balls – B

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles

4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles 

■ 3mm crochet hook

■ 3 small white buttons

1IEWYVIQIRXW
■ 8S ƤX ���� QSRXLW��������QSRXLW

8IRWMSR
■ 22 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in) over

WX�WX� YWMRK �QQ �9/ ���97 ��RIIHPIW

%FFVIZMEXMSRW
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

7M^MRK�KYMHI

Sizes & measurements ���� QXLW ����� QXLW

8S ƤX

GLIWX

cm ����� �����

in ��~���~ ��~���~

7PIIZI WIEQ

�EHNYWXEFPI

cm ����� �����

in ����~ ����~

0IRKXL JVSQ

FEGO�RIGO

cm �� ��

in �� 17¼
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Christmas dress

Christmas dress
;LIR [SVOMRK JVSQ�GLEVXW��VIEH�VS[W�JVSQ�

6MKLX�XS�0IJX�

&EGO

9WMRK & ERH ����QQ �9/����97 ��RIIHPIW��

GEWX SR �� ��� WXW�

;SVO MR QSWW WXMXGL JSV � VS[W

'LERKI XS WX�WX� WXEVXMRK�[MXL�E�ORMX�VS[��

;SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

.SMR MR % ERH [SVO JVSQ�'LEVX����RSXMRK�\�

[MPP FI [SVOIH MR %�

;SVO � VS[W WX WX ERH [SVO JVSQ�'LEVX���

�RSXMRK \ [MPP FI [SVOIH MR�%�

&VIEO & ERH NSMR MR %�

;SVO � VS[W WX�WX ERH XLIR [SVO JVSQ�'LEVX�

� �RSXMRK \ [MPP FI [SVOIH�MR�&��

;SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

;SVO JVSQ 'LEVX����RSXMRK�\�[MPP�FI�[SVOIH�

MR WLEHI &�

&VIEO & ERH GSRXMRYI MR�%�SRP]��

;SVO���VS[W�WX�WX��

Decrease for waist

Next row /� �� WXW� �O�� O�XSK� VIT JVSQ����

XS PEWX � �� WXW� O� ��� �� ����WXW�

;SVO��������VS[W�WX�WX�

Shape armholes

'EWX SJJ �WXW EX FIK SJ RI\X � VS[W� ���

;SVO � WXW XSK EX IEGL IRH SJ XLI RI\X �

VS[W� XLIR IZIV] EPX VS[ YRXMP �� ��� WXW�

;SVO������VS[W�WX�WX��IRHMRK�TYVP�

Divide for back opening

Next row�/��������XYVR�ERH�GSQTPIXI ƤVWX�

WMHI�

;SVO WXVEMKLX YRXMP EVQLSPI QIEWYVIW����

���GQ��IRHMRK�SR�E�TYVP�VS[��

Shape shoulder

'EWX SJJ � �� WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X�VS[��ERH�

JSPPS[MRK EPX VS[�

Next row 4YVP�

Next row�'EWX�SJJ������WXW�EX�FIK�SJ RI\X�

VS[�

Next row Purl

7PMT VIQEMRMRK � �� WXW SRXS E LSPHIV�

6IXYVR XS VIQEMRMRK WXMXGLIW�ERH�GSQTPIXI�

SXLIV WMHI EW JSPPS[W�

;MXL VMKLX WMHI JEGMRK� WPMT RI\X ��WXW SR�E�

WEJIX] TMR� JSV FYXXSR FERH�

.SMR ]EVR XS RI\X WX ERH ORMX XS IRH�

'SQTPIXI XS QEXGL�ƤVWX�WMHI��VIZIVWMRK�

WLETMRKW��

Front

;SVO EW JSV FEGO XS ����

4PEGI QSXMJ� [SVOMRK JVSQ 'LEVX � ERH EX

XLI WEQI XMQI HIGVIEWI JSV EVQLSPIW�

Next row /�XSK� O�� ���� [SVO����WXW�JVSQ�

'LEVX �� O�� ���� O�XSK�

2S[ O�XSK EX IEGL IRH SJ RI\X � VS[W�ERH�

JSPPS[MRK EPX VS[W XS �� ��� WXW�

'SRXMRYI [SVOMRK JVSQ GLEVX YRXMP�GSQTPIXI��

&VIEO & ERH GSRXMRYI MR %�

;SVO E JYVXLIV � �� VS[W�MR�WX�WX��XLYW�

IRHMRK�SR�E�ORMX�VS[�

Shape neck

Next row 4YVP ��������XYVR�ERH�GSQTPIXI�

XLMW WMHI ƤVWX�

(IGVIEWI � WX EX RIGO IHKI SR RI\X � VS[W�

XLIR IZIV] EPX VS[ YRXMP �� ��� WXW VIQEMR�

'SRXMRYI MR WX�WX YRXMP JVSRX QEXGLIW FEGO�XS�

WLSYPHIV� IRHMRK EX WLSYPHIV IHKI�

'EWX SJJ � �� WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X�ERH�

JSPPS[MRK�EPX�VS[�

Top Tip
After washing, reshape
this lovely dress while
still damp and leave  

to dry flat

ElmeKamel.ir
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Christmas dress

9
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17
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1
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19  STS

'LEVX��

'LEVX��

'LEVX��

'LEVX �

19 ROWS
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11

13

15

17
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1
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8LI GLEVXW EVI [SVOIH

from the bottom of

XLI�HVIWW�YT[EVHW�
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Christmas dress

Next row 4YVP�

'EWX SJJ VIQEMRMRK � �� WXW�

7PMT RI\X �������WXW�SRXS�LSPHIV�JSV�JVSRX�

RIGO�

;MXL [VSRK WMHI JEGMRK� VINSMR ]EVR�XS�

VIQEMRMRK WXW ERH TYVP XS IRH�

'SQTPIXI XS QEXGL�ƤVWX�WMHI��VIZIVWMRK�

WLETMRK��

7PIIZIW �QEOI � EPMOI
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 ��RIIHPIW�ERH�&��

GEWX SR �� ��� WXW�

;SVO � VS[W MR QSWW WXMXGL� &VIEO &�

9WMRK �QQ �9/����97���RIIHPIW��GLERKI�XS�

% ERH WX�WX�

Next row /� ��� �MRG MR RI\X WX� O�� VIT XS

PEWX � �� WXW��MRG�MR�RI\X�WX��ORMX�XS�IRH�����

��� WXW�

&IK TYVP� [SVO MR WX�WX YRXMP WPIIZIQIEWYVIW

������GQ�SV�VIUYMVIH�PIRKXL��IRHMRK�TYVP�

Shape top

'EWX SJJ �WXW EX FIK SJ RI\X � VS[W�

(IGVIEWI � WX EX�IEGL�IRH�SJ�XLI�RI\X���VS[W��

4YVP � VS[�

(IGVIEWI � WXMXGL EX IEGL IRH SJ RI\X ERH

JSPPS[MRK�EPX�VS[W�YRXMP��������WXW�VIQEMR�

(IG � WXMXGL EX IEGL IRH SJ RI\X � VS[W�

'EWX SJJ � WXMXGLIW�EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W��

'EWX�SJJ��

&YXXSR FERH
9WMRK ����QQ �9/�����97 ��RIIHPIW�ERH�&��

GEWX SR � WXW�

;SVO MR QSWW WXMXGL YRXMP FERH [LIR WPMKLXP]�

WXVIXGLIH ƤXW YT FEGO STIRMRK�XS�RIGO�  

7PMT WXW SRXS E LSPHIV�

1EVO TSWMXMSR JSV X[S FYXXSRW IZIRP]

WTEGIH EPSRK FERH� EPPS[MRK JSV XLMVH

FYXXSRLSPI XS FI [SVOIH MR RIGOFERH�

9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

&� ORMX EGVSWW WXW SR WEJIX] TMR��MRGVIEWMRK�

�WXW EGVSWW XLI VS[� � WXW�

'SRXMRYI MR QSWW WXMXGL� QEOMRK X[S�

FYXXSRLSPIW XS QEXGLQEVOIVW�

8S QEOI FYXXSRLSPI �]J[H��[SVO�XSKIXLIV�  

0IEZI�WXW�SR�LSPHIV�

2IGOFERH
7PMT WXW SJ FYXXSR FERH SRXS ����QQ �9/

��� 97 � RIIHPIW� [MXL VMKLX WMHI JEGMRK�

ORMX EGVSWW WXW SR PIJX FEGO� TMGO YT ERH ORMX

�� ��� WXW HS[R PIJX JVSRX� ORMX EGVSWW WXW

EX JVSRX RIGO� ORMX YT �� ��� WXW JVSQ VMKLX

JVSRX RIGO� ORMX EGVSWW WXW JVSQ VMKLX FEGO�

ERH [SVO EGVSWW FYXXSRLSPI FERH�

;SVO�MR�QSWW�WXMXGL�JSV���VS[W��

-XŭW MR XLI HIXEMP
This dress is full of wonderful

contrasts. Not only do the colours

make a real impact, with bright

edgings and motifs set against a

soft white background, but Val has

also introduced contrasting textures

for even more interest. The main

dress is worked in stocking stitch

JSV E WQSSXL ƤRMWL� [LMPI XLI GYJJW�

neckband and hem are worked in

gorgeous textured moss stitch.

1EOI E JYVXLIV FYXXSRLSPI SR RI\X VS[�

;SVO � QSVI VS[W MR QSWW WXMXGL�ERH�GEWX�

SJJ�ƤVQP]�MR�QSWW�WXMXGL��

8S QEOI YT
;SVO MR IRHW RIEXP]� .SMR WLSYPHIV WIEQW�

.SMR WMHI WIEQW� QEXGLMRK TEXXIVR EW ]SY�

HS� 7I[ WPIIZI WIEQW� 4MR WPIIZI MRXS

EVQLSPI ERH WI[ MR TPEGI� VIQIQFIVMRK

XS KEXLIV XST LEPJ SJ WPIIZI E PMXXPI XS ƤX

MRXS EVQLSPI� 7I[ FYXXSR ERH FYXXSRLSPI

FERHW MR TPEGI� 7I[�SR�FYXXSRW�XS�QEXGL�

FYXXSRLSPIW��

8MI
9WMRK �QQ GVSGLIX LSSO� QEOI E GLEMR

ETTVS\� ��GQ MR PIRKXL� ;SVO �HG MRXS �RH

GL JVSQ LSSO� �HG MRXS IEGL GL XS IRH� 8YVR�

;SVO � WP WX MRXS IEGL HG XS IRH� 8LVIEH XMI

XLVSYKL JEFVMG ETTVS\� IZIV] � WXW� WXEVXMRK

ERH IRHMRK EX GIRXVI JVSRX� 9WMRK % ERH &�

QEOI X[S WQEPP XEWWPIW ERH NSMR XS IMXLIV�

IRH�SJ�XMI��+EXLIV�YT�ERH�XMI�MR�E�FS[�

1SVI MHIEW
Visit www.ravelry.com/designers/val-

TMIVGI XS ƤRH QSVI JEFYPSYW HIWMKRW�

for your baby, designed by Val. 

One of Santa's reindeer

QEOIW ER I]IGEXGLMRK

motif on this festive dress

ElmeKamel.ir
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Anita’s lovely

fair isle sweater is

a Christmas gift

Reader letters

Share your baby knits with us for a chance to

win a fab knitting prize…

We’d love to hear all about what you’re knitting!

Your Knits!

LO V E K N IT T I N G   11

Festive fair isle
This is a fair isle sweater I’ve knitting 

for a Christmas present – it’s a

Sue Stratford pattern using Sirdar

Supersoft Aran. I’m also doing a

fair isle jumper in muted heather

colours, and I’ve just started a pair

SJ ƤRKIVPIWW FIEHIH KPSZIW JSV E

friend using Alpaca yarn. That’s just

the start of my Christmas knitting!

Anita Savage, via Facebook

Zeena saysWe’re exactly the same,

Anita – lots of projects in progress!

Annual treats
-ŭZIZ FIIR ORMXXMRK JSV SZIV �� ]IEVW

nd love fair isle – each year I knita

Christmas stockings with the yearC

n. I’ve also made a hat and mittenso

or my granddaughter, and my otherfo

Christmas plans include decorations,C

E YRMGSVR� ERH ƤRMWLMRK Q] %JKLER

KAL in time to snuggle under it!K

Jo Watson, by email

Zeena says =SYŭVI E FYW] [SQER� .S�

Ho Ho Frodo
For Christmas this year I’ve knitted

a Santa coat for my dog, Frodo. It’s a

FEWMG TEXXIVR JSV E HSK GSEX� ORMXXIH

in red DK. The trim is Stylecraft

)WOMQS ERH - EHHIH E FYGOPI

YWMRK KSPH IQFVSMHIV] XLVIEH�1]

Christmas knitting also includes

cardigans for my granddaughter and

spaceships for my grandson.

Su Eriksson via email

Zeena says 7S EHSVEFPI� (SIW *VSHS

have his team of reindeer ready, Su?

Charity knits
- ORMX XIHHMIW JSV XLI 0YPPEF] %JVMGE

charity using a pattern from Love

Knitting for Baby. I also make gloves 

and hats for a local homeless charity, 

'ERER 8VYWX� EW [IPP EW FPSGOW

ERH FEF] MXIQW JSV XLI 1EGQMPPER

7YTTSVX 'IRXVI EX (IVF] ,SWTMXEP�

- [EW XEYKLX F] E PIJX�LERHIH QYQ

ERH E VMKLX�LERHIH WMWXIV� 4ISTPI XIPP

QI - LEZI E WXVERKI WX]PI� FYX MX HSIW

XLI NSF�

Marie Molloy via Facebook

Zeena says *ERXEWXMG [SVO��1EVMI�

We love Jos festiveWe love Jo’s festive
stocking for 2017!

These cute bears

are knitted for

charity by Marie

Frodo is all set for
Christmas with
his Santa coat!

In the Loop... Don’t forget to share your baby knits with us for your chance to feature in the magazine and win prizes…

Love Knitting for Baby, 2nd Floor Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN  loveknitting@immediate.co.uk www.facebook.com/loveknittingmagazine/                 

Star letter
Early success
8LMW MW &EWMP XLI &SSKMI�;SSKMI

&VSRXSWEYVYW� -XŭW E HIWMKR F]

6IFIGGE (ERKIV ERH - ORMXXIH

LMQ EW E KMJX JSV E JVMIRHŭW FEF]�

,IŭW Q] ƤVWX ORMXXIH XS] ERH SRP]

the third item I’ve ever knitted

�XLI ƤVWX X[S [IVI FEF] WSGOW�

Last Christmas I made things

for the family, so this year I’m

actually treating myself and

knitting a hat and scarf for me! 

Natalie Webster, via email

Zeena says =SYŭVI SFZMSYWP] E

PREXYVEP�FFSVR O MORMXXIV� 2EXEPMI2EXEPMI��

Win prizes!
This issue’s star letter  

WINS £50 worth of 

gorgeous Peter Pan

Petite Fleur DK yarn and 

a collection of Peter Pan

patterns for babies.

ElmeKamel.ir
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Catch up with all the latest knitting news,

best buys and crafty dates for your diary…

Best buys

Tres chic!
New from Bergère de
France, Mérinos 2.5 is
full of sweet designs
for little ones from 0-6
months. This lilac cardie
is just gorgeous.
Mérinos 2.5 pattern
book, £3.74. To
buy go to www.
bergeredefrance.co.uk

12 LO V E K N IT T I N G

Colour me happy
Brighten up winter knitting sessions with the

Colours of Life interchangeable needle set from

KnitPro. A beautiful Christmas gift for a keen

knitter, this luxury collection includes eight pairs of

Symfonie wooden needles paired with connectors,

four black cables in different lengths, a set of cable

connectors in a coordinated fabric pouch and a

beautiful shawl pin adorned with a crystal.

£8.95 from www.redberryapple.co.uk

Kindred knits
A collection inspired by little folk, Kindred Knitsits

by Susan B. Anderson features simply stylish

knits in a soothing palette of greens and neutrals,

with cardigans, a hat and blanket, mini-sweater

decorations (perfect for hanging on the Christmas 

tree) and even a sweater for a child's favorite toy.

There’s also an easy-to-follow, step-by-step tutorial on

how to use the measurements of a child's tee to knit a

custom-sized sweater.
Book (print and PDF), £11. To buy go to www.
quinceandco.com

Little lavender
th its pretty picotWit

ing, soft shades ofed

een, lilac and mauvegre

d sweet ribbonan

uttons, this bobble hatbu

nd jacket set from Kingan

ole is made for winterCo

trolls in the pram. Ast

ress and a smartd

hawl collar cardi ares

RGPYHIHMR MR XLI PIEƥIX�

oo, and a donation willt

be made to the Pinkb

Ribbon FoundationR

with every pattern w

bought.

4EXXIVR ����� e����� 8S ƤRH E WXSGOMWX KS XS [[[�

kingcole.com or call 01756 703670.

Falling snow
This dinky pom-pom 
hat by Linda Whaley 
is made from Debbie 
Bliss Rialto DK, a soft, 
pure merino that’s 
perfect for keeping 
little ears warm during the chilliest 
months. A beginner-friendly pattern in simple 
purl stitch, this tiny topper is embroidered with 
E�WMQTPI�WRS[ƥEOI�SRGI�MX�LEW�FIIR�ORMXXIH��
Kristin pattern, £3.50. Buy from www.

lindawhaley.co.uk

ElmeKamel.ir
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Dates
for your diary

23-26 November

The Knitting and 

Stitching Show

Harrogate

A crafter’s paradise, with

300 stands from suppliers, 

and an amazing 200 

workshops! 

www.

theknittingandstitchshow.

com/harrogate for details

26 November

Winter Woollies

Home Farm,

Nanpantan

A cosy little event with

stalls, sheep to meet,

fab crafting demos and 

refreshments.

http://winterwoollies.

webs.com for details

15 December

Love Crochet out now!

Our sister mag is out today, 

packed with projects to

hook in time for Christmas!

Projects include a reindeer

stocking, snowman wreath

and gorgeous decorations, 

perfect for a happy,

handmade holiday!

www.facebook.com/

lovecrochetmag for 

details

Ideal gift
for a busy,colour-loving

knitter!

Join the 

circus
Featuring vibrant,

playful designs for

babies and young

children, Circus

Moments from

Patons features

babygros, cardies and

hats, a cute-as-can-

be harlequin sweater

and this sweet all-in-

one and blanket, all

knitted up in classic 

Patons yarns.

Circus Moments

pattern book, £2.50.

To buy go to www.

laughinghens.com

Bunny blankie
We Are Knitters haveW

teamed up with lifestylet

brand Oeuf to bring youb

a collection of sweeta

knitting kits for babies,k

ncluding this 100%i

merino wool, machine-m

washable bunnyw

blanket. Choose fromb

13 colours, then add1

a contrasting shadea

XSX PMRI XLI ƥSTT] IEVW�

This luxury kit containsT

four skeins of yarn, anf

easy-to-follow patterne

and an embroidereda

abel.l

Kit, £79 (£89 withK

needles). To buy go ton

www.weareknitters.w

co.ukc

Paint me a
picture
Have a colourful knitting 

adventure with Chunky 

Pot, a new yarn from 

Paintbox Yarns. These 

self-striping cakes 

change colour as you 

knit! This washable 

yarn works up quickly 

on 6mm needles.

Chunky Pot, £6.50 

for a 200g cake. To 

buy, go to www.loveknitting.com 

Beary Christmas
Baby will love cuddling

up at bedtime with this

loveable ted from Gift

Horse Kits. With his

bright red pompom hat

and cosy scarf, he’s

ready for all sorts of 

outdoor fun! Suitable

for those with only a

little knitting know-how

and made mostly from

moss stitch, this kit

contains everything

you need to make this

festive friend.

Knitting kit, £15. To buy

go to www.gifthorsekits.

co.uk
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Snowman umper

C
hristmas jumper season

– it’s our favourite time

of year! And here’s one

that we just adore... This cute knit

uses fair isle techniques (stranded

knitting using two colours on

each row only) to create its colour

patterns, with arms and a nose

added to the tiny snowmen after

the knitting has been completed.

It’s worked in a fabulous new yarn

from Sirdar, which is an absolute

dream to work with, and sure to

become a classic in no time!

About this yarn
Sirdar No 1 DK
50% acrylic, 50% nylon

230m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£4.99, for stockists call 01942

231682 or visit www.sirdar.co.uk

Snow cute! 

Top Tip
Follow the instructions on 

the ball band to make sure 
you give the best care to 

your finished jumper

Get ready for winter weather with this adorable 

jumper by Ann Franklin – warm, rich colours and 

fair isle snowmen give it a vintage feel

ElmeKamel.ir
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Stretchy rib at the cuffs

and neckline makes this 

jumper so comfy to wear

Try this 
brand new yarn from 

Sirdar!
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Snowman jumper
You will need
■ Sirdar No 1 DK, 100g in:

Pure Scarlet (0214) x 3 balls – Yarn A 

Jade (200) x 1 ball – Yarn B

Deep Navy (217) x 1 ball – Yarn C

Dove White (203) x 1 ball – Yarn D 

Rust (215) x 1 ball – Yarn E

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and  

4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

■ 3 x stitch holders (or a spare circular 

needle to hold stitches on)

■ Tapestry needle

Measurements
■ To fit a 9-month old baby

■ To fit chest: 46cm (18in)

■ Actual chest: 51cm (20in)

■ Length: 28cm (11in)

■ Sleeve length: 18cm (7in)

Tension
■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

16 LO V E K N IT T I N G

Snowman umper

Snowman jumper
Front and back (make 2 alike)
Using Yarn A and 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) 

needles, cast on 56 sts.

Row 1 (RS) (K1, p1) to the end of the row.

Work 7 more rows in single rib as set in 

row 1.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW��

Row 9 K27, k2tog, k27. 55 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Joining in and breaking off colours as

VIUYMVIH� [SVO XLI �� VS[W SJ 'LEVX %�

'SRXMRYI XS [SVO MR WXSGOMRK WXMXGL YRXMP

the work measures 15cm (6in) from the 

beginning.

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW� ORMX XS IRH�

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW� TYVP XS IRH�

Leave the remaining stitches on a spare 

needle or stitch holder.

Sleeves (make 2 alike)
Using Yarn A and 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) 

needles, cast on 32 sts.

Row 1 (RS) (K1, p1) to the end of the row.

Work 9more rows in single rib as set in  

row 1.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW�  

Row 11 K15, kfb, k16. 33 sts

Beginning with a purl row, work the 3 rows 

Top Tip
Take your time when

sewing up the jumper to
make sure seams aren’t 

too bumpy for baby

Embroider extra details

onto your snowmen

to complete this knit

ElmeKamel.ir
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Snowman jumper

SJ 'LEVX &�

Row 15 Kfb, knit to last 2 sts, kfb, k1. 37 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

'SRXMRYI MR WX�WX� MRG �WX SR IEGL WMHI SR

next and every 4th row until 43 sts are on

the needle, ending on an increase row.

Stocking stitch 2 rows.

'SRXMRYI MR WXSGOMRK WXMXGL� MRGVIEWMRK F] �

st on each end of the next, and then every

following 3rd row until 55 sts are on the 

needle, ending on an increase row.

Stocking stitch 2 rows.

Next row�'EWX�SJJ���WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH�

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW� TYVP XS IRH�

Leave the remaining stitches on a spare

RIIHPI SV WXMXGL LSPHIV JSV XLI ƤVWX WPIIZI�

leave the stitches for the second sleeve on 

the needle.

Yoke
Knit across the 51 sts of the second sleeve,

XLI �� WXW SJ XLI JVSRX� XLI �� WXW SJ XLI ƤVWX

sleeve, and the 51 sts of the back. 204 sts

Joining in and breaking off colours as

VIUYMVIH� [SVO XLI �� VS[W SJ 'LEVX '�

[noting that you have just worked row 1);

working the decreases as indicated on the 

chart.

Row 33 (K2tog, k15) to the end of the row. 

�� WXW

Work 5 rows in single rib as given for the 

front/back.

'EWX�SJJ�MR�VMF�

To make up
Using Yarn E, embroider simple arms and

a small nose on each snowman; working

a straight stitch from the side of each

snowman to a centre point between two

snowmen, and a small stitch at the centre 

of each head.

Join the seam of the neckband and yoke, 

matching colours and shaping.

Join the sleeves to the front and back

across the two sets of 2 cast-off stitches 

just below the yoke join.

Join the side seams of the front and back, 

and the sleeves.

Neaten all of the row ends. 

It’s in the detail
When doing fair isle (stranded

knitting), carry the yarn not being

used in the next stitches loosely

across the back of the work. As

the yarn isn’t broken, you do not

need to twist the yarn at colour

changes (as you would for intarsia

knitting), however, make sure that

you are consistent with how you

position the yarn at changeovers

– always use the main yarn from

below the contrast yarns to make 

the contrast stand out.

'LEVX�%

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

13
12

14

4
3
2
1

P
K

repeat

'LEVX�&

3
2
1

P
K

repeat

These festive fair

isle patterns are

perfectly placed
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Snowman umper
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Get ready for the new 

season with Love

Crochet's collection of 

adorable projects

Your latest Love Crochet is packed with

25 gorgeous, quick and cute makes

XS GVSGLIX� ;I�ZI ƤPPIH XLI MWWYI [MXL

speedy projects in soft, sumptuous

yarns and bright, pretty hues.Whether

you're keen to hook a sweet, retro-style

vest with granny squares, want pompom

t-shirt yarn baskets or fancy a go at some

adorable amigurumi animal projects –

we have got it covered! Plus our crochet

expert, Joanne Scrace begins a series

of Tunisian crochet tutorials, we meet

creative and crafty designer Isabelle

Kessedjian, and we have all the latest

news from the wonderful world of yarn 

craft! Take a look today!

SIMPLY TAP HERE TO 

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

TAP 
HERE

 for more 
info

Save when you subscribe to the digital edition

Get Love Crochet delivered direct to your device

C chet
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Crossover wrap

F
rom stormy skies to deep

indigo, Stylecraft’s Cabaret

yarn blends the most

beautiful blue hues to create

knits that wow! Look closely and

you’ll see a metallic thread woven

through, giving a hint of sparkle,

too. It’s the perfect yarn for our

jumper – a knit with much more

to it than meets the eye. Not only

does it sport a stylish crossover

front and contrast edging, but the

back is worked in a striking lace

TEXXIVR� 8YVR SZIV XS ƤRH SYX QSVI�

About this yarn
Stylecraft Cabaret DK
98% acrylic, 2% polyester

230m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£4.95, for stockists call 01535 609798

or visit www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

Blue lagoon

Top Tip
Remember to block this 
knit, as it will help to 

settle the stitches and 
reveal the beautiful lace 

pattern on the back

This sweet wrap jumper knitted in variegated  

yarn is so enchanting, and guaranteed to  

dazzle all season long. By Jo Allport    

ElmeKamel.ir
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Stand out from the 

crowd in a variegated 

knit with extra sparkle!

Your jumper will be  
truly unique, thanks  

to this beautiful 
variegated yarn!
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Wrap jumper
You will need
■ Stylecraft Cabaret DK, 100g in:

Lagoon (shade 3580) x 2 (2: 2: 2: 2: 3) 

balls

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) and

4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ 1 stitch holder

■ Optional: split ring stitch marker

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 20 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in) over

patt, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ dd: Double decrease – sl 1 st purlwise, 

k2tog, pass the slipped st over the  

k2tog st.

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements Newborn 3 mths 6 mths 12 mths 24 mths 36 mths

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 44 47 50 54 56

in 16 17¼ 18½ 19¾ 21¼ 22

Actual
measurements

cm 49 53 56 60 65 67

in 19¼ 21 22 23¾ 25½ 26½

Actual length
(back neck to
back hem)

cm 19 22 24 26 28 31

in 7½ 8¾ 9½ 10¼ 11 12
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Crossover wrap

Pattern stitches
Garter stitch (g-st)

All rows Knit.

Eyelet Pattern

Worked over an odd number of sts and 4 

rows

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 Knit.

Row 3 K1, *yfwd, k2tog: rep from * to end.

Row 4 Knit.

Stocking stitch (st-st)

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

Lace Pattern

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 and all WS rows Purl.

Row 3 K1, *k1, yo, dd, yo, k4: rep from * to 

last 6 sts, k1, yo, dd, yo, k2.

Row 5 K1, *k2, yo, ssk, k4: rep from * to last 

6 sts, k2, yo, ssk, k2. 

Row 7 Knit.

Row 9 K1, *k5, yo, dd, yo: rep from * to last 

k sts, k6.

Row 11 K1, *k6, yo, ssk: rep from * to last 6 

sts, k6.

Crossover cardigan
Back
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, cast 

on 51 (55: 59: 63: 67: 69) sts.   

Knit 3 rows.

Work in Eyelet Pattern across all sts for the 

4 row pattern, ending with a WS row.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, UK 6) needles and 

work in Lace Patt and st-st as follows:

Row 1 (RS) K2 (0: 2: 0: 2: 3), Lace Pattern

row 1 across 47 (55: 55: 63: 63: 63) sts, k2 

(0: 2: 0: 2: 3). (Note all the sts on this row 

are knit).

Row 2 P2 (0: 2: 0: 2: 3), Lace Pattern row 2

across 47 (55: 55: 63: 63: 63) sts, p2 (0: 2: 0:

2: 3). (Note all the sts on this row are purl).

These 2 rows set the position of the pattern: 

the edge 2 (0: 2: 0: 2: 3) sts at each side

worked in st-st (knit on the RS and purl on

the WS), and the central 47 (55: 55: 63: 63: 

63) sts worked in Lace Pattern.

Cont in patt as set until work measures 10

(12: 13: 14: 15: 17)cm or 4 (5: 5½: 6: 6½)in, 

ending with a WS row.

Shape armhole

Cont in patt and cast off 2 (2: 3: 3: 3: 3) sts

at the beg of the next 2 rows. 47 (51: 53: 57: 

61: 63) sts.

Dec 1 st at both end on the next and every 

RS row until 41 (43: 45: 49: 53: 55) sts 

remain.

Now work straight in patt as set until work

measures 19 (22: 24: 26: 28: 31)cm (7½: 8½:  

9½: 10¼: 12¼)in, ending with a WS row.

Shape shoulders

Cont in patt and cast off 3 (3: 3: 4: 4: 4) sts

at the beg of the next 2 rows, then cast off 4

(4: 4: 4: 5: 5) sts at the beg of the following 

Top Tip
An allowance of one
stitch around all the

edges has been included 
for sewing up 
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The lovely lace pattern
on the back is another

standout feature of  
this jumper!
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Crossover wrap

2 rows.

Put the rem 27 (29: 31: 33: 35: 37) sts onto 

a holder.

Left front
**Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, cast 

on 56 (60: 66: 70: 74: 76) sts.   

Knit 3 rows.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, UK 6) needles and

work in st-st from row 1 across all sts until

work measures 2 (3: 4: 5: 5: 6)cm or ¾ (1:

1½: 2: 2: 2¼)in, ending with a WS row.  **

Front shaping

Next row (RS) K to last 4 sts, k2tog, k2. (dec 

of 1 st)

Next row P2, p2tog, p to end. (dec of 1 st)

Cont to work in st-st and repeat the above

shaping rows until work measures the

same as the back to the armholes, ending 

with a WS row.

Shape armhole

Cont in st-st and cast off 2 (2: 3: 3: 3: 3)

sts at the beg of the next row, whilst at the

same time continuing to work the Front 

Shaping decreases as before.  

Work one row in st-st as set, continuing

to decrease at the neck edge and working 

straight at the armhole edge.

Next row (RS) Dec 1 st at the beg (armhole

edge), k to last 4 sts, k2tog, k2. (dec of 1 st 

at each edge)

Next row P2, p2tog, p to end. (dec of 1 st)

Rep these last 2 rows a further 3 (4: 4: 4: 4: 

4) times.

Now work straight at the armhole edge and 

It’s in the detail
%PXLSYKL XLMW ORMX PSSOW PMOI E GEVHMKER EX ƤVWX KPERGI� XLI X[S JVSRX TMIGIW EVI

actually sewn together at the end to create a wrap-style jumper. This crossover

creates a double layer that makes the jumper extra warm and cosy. Plus, because  

the neckline is a wide v-shape, it will also slip really easily over baby’s head.

cont the decreases for the Front Shaping 

until 8 (8: 8: 9: 10: 10) sts remain.

Work straight until Front measures the

same as the Back to the shoulders, and 

ending with a WS row.

Cont in patt and cast off 4 (4: 4: 4: 5: 5) sts 

at the beg of the next row.

Work one row straight, then cast off rem sts

at the beg of the following row. (no sts left)

Right front
Work ** to ** as for the Left Front.  

Front shaping

Next row (RS) K2, ssk, k to end. (dec of 1 st)

Next row P to last 4 sts, p2tog tbl, p2. (dec 

of 1 st)

Cont to work in st-st and repeat the above

shaping rows until work measures the

same as the back to the armholes, ending 

with a RS row.  

Shape armhole

Cont in st-st and working Front Shaping as

set, cast off 2 (2: 3: 3: 3: 3) sts at the beg of 

the next row, a WS row.

Next row (RS) K2, ssk, k to last 3 sts, dec 1

st at the end of the row. (dec of 1 st at each 

edge)

Next row P to last 4 sts, p2, p2tog tbl. (dec 

of 1 st)

Rep these last 2 rows a further 3 (4: 4: 4: 4: 

4) times.

Now work straight at the armhole edge and

cont the decreases for the Front Shaping 

until 8 (8: 8: 9: 10: 10) sts remain.   

15

15

12

10

8

6

4

2

14

14

13

13

12

12

11

11

10

10

9

9

8

8

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

Lace Pattern

Key

= RS: Knit
= WS: Purl

= RS: yo

= RS: dd

= RS: ssk

=  8 st patt rep
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Crossover wrap

With RS facing and starting at the bottom of

the Right Front, pick up and knit 55 (59: 65:

69: 75: 81) sts along the Front Shaping edge

to the shoulder, knit the sts from the back

holder, 27 (29: 31: 33: 35: 37) sts, and pick

up and knit 55 (59: 65: 69: 75: 81) sts along

the Front Shaping edge of the Left Front.  

137 (147: 161: 171: 185: 199) sts.  

Next row (WS) Knit.

Next row (RS) K1, *yfwd, k2tog: rep from * 

to end.

Next row Knit.

Next row Knit.

Cast off all sts.

Insert sleeve heads into sleeve cap for both 

sleeves.

Assemble the front: with Fronts RS facing,

place the left front over the right front and

match the seams at the side seams. Seam

in place, sewing the overlapping sections

together. Sew sleeve seams. Weave in any 

other ends.  

Work straight until Front measures the

same as the Back to the shoulders and 

ending with a RS row.

Cont in patt and cast off 4 (4: 4: 4: 5: 5) sts 

at the beg of the next row.

Work one row straight, then cast off rem sts

at the beg of the following row. (no sts left)

Sleeves (make 2)
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, cast 

on 29 (29: 31: 31: 33: 33) sts.   

Knit 3 rows.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and

work in st-st from row 1 across all sts.  

Work 2 rows.

On the next row, commence sleeve incs as 

follows:

Sleeve inc row (RS) K1, M1, patt to last st, 

M1, k1. (inc of 2 sts).

Work increased sts in st-st as set.

Rep this Sleeve inc row every 6th row until

there are 39 (41: 43: 45: 49: 51) sts.  Then 

work straight in patt as set until sleeve

measures 15 (16: 19: 20: 21: 24)cm or 6

(6¼: 7½: 7¾: 8¼: 9½)in, ending with a WS 

row. 

Shape sleeve cap

Cont in patt and cast off 2 (2: 3: 3: 3: 3) sts

at the beg of the next 2 rows. 35 (37: 37: 39: 

43: 45) sts.

Dec 1 st at both ends of the next 3 (3: 1: 1: 

1: 1) rows. 29 (31: 35: 37: 41: 43) sts.

Work one row straight, then dec 1 st at both

ends of the next and every RS row until 23 

sts remain, ending with a RS row.

Cast off 8 sts at the beg of the next 2 rows, 

then cast off rem 7 sts.  

To make up
Weave in ends and block each piece –

this is epecially important for the back

to smooth out Lace Pattern. Sew both 

shoulder seams.  

Baby will
sparkle and

shine at all the
festive parties in
this pretty wrap  
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Come and join 
Love Knitting online at 
www.facebook.com/

loveknittingmagazine

Meet other crafters,  
enter exclusive competitions 

and stay in touch with all  
the latest knitting news! 

Get all  

the latest 

updates 

online!
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ONLY 

£12.99
INC P&P*

IT’S A KNITIVITY!

The greatest story 
ever told – in yarn!  

Knit a traditional Nativity scene 
with this unique kit containing 
yarn, needles and 15 patterns! 

KNIT YOUR OWN

CREATE A CLASSIC CHRISTMAS SCENE

Order your copy today!
CALL 03330 162 138† and quote ‘Nativity Print 1’
ONLINE www.buysubscriptions.com/craftspecial

†Calls from landlines will cost up to 9p per minute. Call charges from mobile phones will cost between 3p and 55p per minute but are included in free call packages.  
Lines are open 8am-6pm weekdays and 9am-1pm Saturday for orders only. Overseas please call +44 (0)1604 973 746. *EUR price £15.99, ROW price £16.99. All prices include p&p.

NEEDLES  

& ALL THIS 
YARN IN  

EACH KIT!

Make Mary, Joseph and Jesus with your kit

All the patterns you need!

PLUS patterns for The Angel • Three Kings
• Shepherds • Sheep • Donkey • Star 
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Cuddly teddy

E
very child needs a special

bear friend to share their

adventures with, and we

think Ann Franklin’s ted will make a

wonderful addition to your family!

/RMXXIH MR ƥYJJ] I]IPEWL ]EVR� LI

has the softest fur, and a lovely

squishy body that’s just perfect for

hugs and cuddles!With his festive

jumper, he’s guaranteed to stand

out from all the other teddies, so

pop him into the top of your child’s

stocking for an extra-special

surprise on Christmas morning.

About this yarn
Stylecraft Eskimo DK
100% polyester

90m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£1.99, for stockists visit www.stylecraft-

yarns.co.uk, 01484 848435

Bear hugs!

Top Tip
Why not make a matching 
hat for yor teddy using 
any leftover Special DK 

or Tweedy DK? 

Looking for the perfect Christmas gift? Knit this 

cuddly teddy for your little one’s stocking – and don’t 

forget his colourful jumper, too! By Ann Franklin

ElmeKamel.ir
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You’ll use three DK yarns 

from Stylecraft in this 

sweet teddy bear project

A special 
teddy to 
treasure 
forever! 
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Cuddly teddy
You will need
■ Stylecraft Eskimo DK, 50g in

Old Gold (shade 5494) x 4 balls – Yarn A

■ Stylecraft Special DK, 100g in:

Blush (shade 1833) x 1 ball – Yarn B

Lipstick (shade 1246) x 1 ball – Yarn C

Oddment in Black (shade 1002) – Yarn D

■ Stylecraft Tweedy DK, 100g in:

Thistle (shade 3713) x 1 ball – Yarn E

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles 

4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

■ 200g toy stuffing

■ 2-3m of extra strong (upholstery)

sewing thread in a colour to match the

bear’s fur (we used Gutermann Extra 

Strong thread in colour 139)

■ A doll maker’s sewing needle (extra long 

sewing needle)

■ Safety pins

Measurements
■ Approx. 44cm (17¼in)

Tension
■ Eskimo: 24 sts and 28 rows to 10cm

(4in) over st-st, using 3.25mm (UK 10, 

US 3) needles

■ Stylecraft Special DK & Tweedy DK:

22 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Cuddly teddy

Teddy
Body
Using Yarn A and 3.25mm needles, cast on 

9 sts.

Row 1 (RS) (Kfb) to the end of the row. 18 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 5 (Kfb) to the end of the row. 36 sts 

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 9 (Kfb, k1) to the end of the row. 54 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 13 (Kfb, k2) to the end of the row. 72 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 17 (Kfb, k3) to the end of the row. 90 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 21 (Kfb, k4) to the end of the row.  

108 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 25 (Kfb, k5) to the end of the row.  

126 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 5 rows.

Row 31 (K5, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

108 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 5 rows.

Row 37 (K4, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

90 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 5 rows.

Row 43 (K3, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

72 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 5 rows.

Row 49 (K2, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

54 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 5 rows.

Row 55 (K1, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

36 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 59 (K2, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

27 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 63 (K1, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

18 sts

Purl 1 row.

Row 65 (K2tog) to the end of the row. 9 sts

Purl 1 row.

B&T.

Body
Begin at nose

Using Yarn A and 3.25mm needles, cast on 

8 sts.

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 (Kfb) to the end of the row. 16 sts

Row 4 Purl.

Row 5 K1; (kfb x 2, k2) x 3; (kfb) x 2; k1.  

24 sts

Top Tip
Prevent tangles

by lightly brushing the
fluffy eyelash yarn away
from the needles every  

few rows

Teddy’s kindly features

are embroidered using

scrap black yarn 

ElmeKamel.ir
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Cuddly teddy

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 9 K2; (kfb x 2, k4) x 3; (kfb) x 2; k2.  

32 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 13 K3; (kfb x 2, k6) x 3; (kfb) x 2; k3.  

40 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 17 K4; (kfb x 2, k8) x 3; (kfb) x 2; k4.  

48 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 21 K5; (kfb x 2, k10) x 3; (kfb) x 2; k5. 

56 sts

Row 22 & every alt row Purl.

Row 23 (Kfb) x 3, k3; (kfb x 2, k3, kfb x 6, k3) 

x 3; kfb x 2, k3, (kfb) x 3. 88 sts

Row 25 K32, (kfb) x 2, k20, (kfb) x 2, k32.  

92 sts

Row 27 K10, (kfb) x 2, k21, (kfb) x 2, k22, 

(kfb) x 2, k21, (kfb) x 2, k10. 100 sts

Row 29 K36, (kfb) x 2, k24, (kfb) x 2, k36. 

104 sts

Row 31 K37, (kfb) x 2, k26, (kfb) x 2, k37. 

108 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 11 rows.

Row 43 (K10, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

99 sts

Row 44 & every alt row Purl.

Row 45 (K9, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

90 sts

Row 47 (K8, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

81 sts

Row 49 (K7, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

72 sts

Row 51 (K6, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

63 sts

Row 53 (K5, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

54 sts

Row 55 (K4, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

45 sts

Row 57 (K3, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

36 sts

Row 59 (K2, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

27 sts

Row 61 (K1, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

18 sts

Row 63 (K2tog) to the end of the row. 9 sts

B&T.

Legs (make 2 the same)
Begin at sole

Using Yarn B and 3.25mm needles, cast  

on 4 sts.

Row 1 (RS) (Kfb, k1) x 2. 6 sts

Row 2 Purl.

It’s in the detail
This sweet teddy bear is a traditional

bear, with movable arms, legs and

head. All the pieces of the bear are

knitted in stocking stitch, and are

sewn up and stuffed as separate

pieces until joined, using strong

sewing thread to enable movement.

Ann has purposely made the jointing

as simple as possible, without using

special ‘joints’, or buttons, to make

sure the bear is still soft and cuddly. 

Row 3 Kfb, k3, kfb, k1. 8 sts

Row 4 Purl.

Row 5 Kfb, k5, kfb, k1. 10 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 7 rows.

Row 13 Kfb, k7, kfb, k1. 12 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 5 rows.

Row 19 K2togtbl, knit to the last 2 sts, 

k2tog. 10 sts

Row 20 & every alt row Purl.

Row 21 K2tog tbl, knit to the last 2 sts, 

k2tog. 8 sts

Row 23 K2tog tbl, knit to the last 2 sts, 

k2tog. 6 sts

Row 24 Purl.

Break off Yarn B & join in Yarn A.

Row 25 K6, turn and cast on 24 sts. 30 sts

Row 26 P30, turn and cast on 24 sts. 54 sts

Beginning knit, st-st 8 rows.

Row 35 K15, (k2tog) x 12, k15. 42 sts

Row 36 Purl.

Row 37 K15, (k2tog) x 6, k15. 36 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 9 rows.

Row 47 (K8, kfb) to the end of the row. 40 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 9 rows.

Row 57 (K9, kfb) to the end of the row. 44 sts

Beginning purl, st st 9 rows.

Row 67 (K10, kfb) to the end of the row.  

We’ve chosen a lovely

warm shade called Old

 Gold for teddy’s fur
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Cuddly teddy

12 sts

Row 64 Purl.

Row 65 (K2tog) to the end of the row. 6 sts

B&T.

Inner ear (make 2 the same)
Using Yarn B and 3.25mm needles, cast on 

12 sts.

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Beginning purl, st-st 5 rows.

Row 7 K2togt bl, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

10 sts

Row 8 & every alt row Purl.

Row 9 K2tog tbl, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

8 sts

Row 11 K2tog tbl, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. 

6 sts

Row 12 Purl.

Cast off.

Outer ear (make 2 the same)
Using Yarn A and 3.25mm needles, cast on 

14 sts.

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Beginning purl, st-st 7 rows.

Row 9 K2tog tbl, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

12 sts

48 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 9 rows.

Row 77 (K2, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

36 sts

Row 78 & every alt row: Purl

Row 79 (K1, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

24 sts

Row 81 (K2tog) to the end of the row. 12 sts

Row 83 (K2tog to the end of the row. 6 sts

B&T.

Arms (make 2 the same)
Begin at sole

Using Yarn B and 3.25mm needles, cast on 

4 sts.

Row 1 (RS) (Kfb, k1) x 2. 6 sts

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 Kfb, k3, kfb, k1. 8 sts

Row 4 Purl.

Row 5 Kfb, k5, kfb, k1. 10 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 9 K2tog tbl, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

8 sts

Row 10 Purl.

Row 11 K2tog tbl, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. 

6 sts

Break off Yarn B and join in Yarn A.

Row 12 Purl.

Row 13 (Kfb) to the end of the row. 12 sts

Row 14 Purl.

Row 15 (K1, kfb) to the end of the row.  

18 sts

Row 16 Purl.

Row 17 Kfb, knit to last st, kfb. 20 sts

Beginning purl, st-st 3 rows.

Row 21 Kfb, knit to last st, kfb. 22 sts

Row 22 Purl.

Row 23 Kfb, knit to last st, kfb. 24 sts

Row 24 Purl.

Row 25 Kfb, knit to last st, kfb. 26 sts

Row 26 Purl.

Row 27 Cast on 2 sts, knit to the end of the 

row. 28 sts

Row 28 Cast on 2 sts, purl to the end of the 

row. 30 sts

Beginning knit, st-st 30 rows.

Row 59 (K3, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

24 sts

Row 60 Purl.

Row 61 (K2, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

18 sts

Row 62 Purl.

Row 63 (K1, k2tog) to the end of the row. 

Row 10 & every alt row Purl.

Row 11 K2tog tbl, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. 

10 sts

Row 13 K2tog tbl, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. 

8 sts

Row 14 Purl.

Cast off.

To make up
Body and head Join the cast-on stitches

into a tight circle. Sew the main seam,

PIEZMRK E WQEPP KET JSV XYVRMRK ERH WXYJƤRK��

8YVR ERH WXYJJ ƤVQP]� 'PSWI XLI KET�

Face Using Yarn D, embroider a triangular

shaped nose over the cast-on stitches of

the face. Embroider a short vertical line

coming down from the base of the triangle,

and then a curved line across the centre of

this line to make a mouth shape. Embroider

two eyes, each about the same size as a

penny, 4cm (1½in) above the nose and 4cm 

(1½in) apart.

Arms Fold back the ‘Yarn B’ portion of the

arm and sew the side seams of this piece to

the shaped portion of the hands, easing the

QEMR EVQ TMIGI XS ƤX EVSYRH XLI SZEP LERH�

Join the main seam of the arm, leaving a 

This Tweedy yarn

make a stylish knit

for our teddy to wear 
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You could knit a whole
range of fab jumpers
for teddy’s wardrobe
using this pattern!
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Cuddly teddy

on the bottom of the head, and then to the

marker on the centre top of the body. Make 

sure the face is facing forward! Using a

long dressmaker’s sewing needle, take the

sewing thread up through the head, going

through the head where the thread was

originally attached, and coming out at the

top of the head. Pull the thread up tightly to

hold the head in place. Making sure to catch

a stitch or two at the top of the head, now

take the sewing thread back through the

head, and down through the body, taking

the thread out at the marker at the bottom

of the body. Again, pull the thread tight to

LSPH XLI LIEH SR ƤVQP]� 'SRXMRYI XS [SVO

very long stitches from the bottom of the

body to the top of the head, always working

the stitches through the original attachment

points, until you near the end of the thread.

*EWXIR MX SJJ ZIV] ƤVQP]� -J ]SY LEZI [SVOIH

the stitches as tightly as possible, there

may be a small dent at the top of the

head and bottom of the body. These will

FIGSQI PIWW SFZMSYW MJ ]SY ƥEXXIR SYX XLI

surrounding area slightly, but are necessary 

XS IRWYVI XLI LIEH MW SR ƤVQP] IRSYKL�

Attach the legs and arms in the same way.

Again, these threads need to be pulled up

tightly and you must take care to always

work through the place where the leg/arm 

is attached. 

Jumper
Back and front (make 2 the same)

Using Yarn C and 4mm needles, cast on  

WQEPP KET JSV XYVRMRK ERH WXYJƤRK��8YVR�ERH�

WXYJJ ƤVQP]� 'PSWI XLI KET�

Legs Join the main leg seam, leaving a

WQEPP KET JSV XYVRMRK ERH WXYJƤRK� 7I[ XLI

cast-on edge of the 24 stitches that were

added at the beginning of the main leg to

XLI WSPI� IEWMRK XLI�PIK�XS�ƤX��8YVR��WXYJJ�ERH�

close the gap.

With right sides together, sew the curved

seams of the inner and outer ears together,

leaving the cast-on edge loose. Sew the

cast on edges to the top of the head, about 

10cm (4in) apart.

Sewing together Before beginning to join

the arms, legs and head to the bear, use

safety pins to mark the following places:

One pin at the centre top (B&T) and the

centre bottom (cast-on row) of the body.

Do the same on the head, remembering that

the seam lies across the bottom, and the

top will lie between the teddy bear’s ears.

Mark places for the legs, 8cm (3in) up from

the cast-on edge, and on opposite sides of

the body, having the seam of the body to

the back, halfway between the leg markers.

Mark places for the arms, 8cm (3in) down

from the cast-off edge, and on opposite

sides of the body to each other, having

the seam of the body to the back, halfway 

between the markers.

Mark places on the arms in the same

position as the legs, but 4cm (1½in) down 

from the cast-off edge.

Take a long length of extra strong thread,

and using it double, attach it to the marker 

66 sts.

Row 1 (RS) (K1, p1) to the end of the row. 

Repeat row 1 three times.

Break off Yarn C and join in Yarn E.

Beginning knit, st-st 8 rows.

Row 13 Cast off 6 sts, knit to the end of the 

row. 60 sts

Row 14 Cast off 6 sts, purl to the end of the 

row. 54 sts

Row 15 K1, k2tog tbl, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 52 sts

Row 16 & every alt row Purl.

Repeat rows 15-16 until 32 sts are on the 

needle.

Leave these 32 sts on a holder.

Sleeves (make 2 the same)

Using Yarn C and 4mm needles, cast on 44 

sts.

Row 1 (RS) (K1, p1) to the end of the row. 

Repeat row 1 three times.

Break off Yarn C and join in Yarn E.

Beginning knit, st-st 12 rows.

Row 17 Cast off 6 sts, knit to the end of the 

row. 38 sts

Row 18 Cast off 6 sts, purl to the end of the 

row. 32 sts

Row 19 K1, k2tog tbl, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 30 sts

Row 20 & every alt row Purl.

Repeat rows 19-20 until 10 sts are on the

needle. Leave these 10 sts on a holder for

XLI ƤVWX WPIIZI��ERH�SR�XLI�RIIHPI�JSV�XLI�

second.

Neckband

Break off Yarn E and join in Yarn C. Change 

to 3.25mm needles.

Knit across the 10 sts of the sleeve on the

needle, then the 32 sts of the front, 10 sts

SJ XLI ƤVWX WPIIZI��ERH�XLIR�XLI����WXW�SJ�XLI�

back. 84 sts

Work 6 rows in single rib, as set in row 1 of 

the front and back.

Change to 4mm needles and work a further 

5 rows in rib. Cast off in rib.

To make up

Join the side seam of the neckband. Sew

the raglan seams. Sew the cast-off sts of

the front and backs together. Sew the side 

seams of the jumper.

Place the jumper on the teddy.

Red borders

add a pop of

festive colour
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Sweet dreams  
Make baby feel all warm and snug as she drifts off to sleep on 

Christmas Eve, with Angela Turner's cute nursery knits!
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This candy striped stocking

is bright and cheerful, with

plenty of room for gifts!   

&EF]�W ƤVWX'LVMWXQEW
WXSGOMRK�

Santa
stop here!
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Stripy stocking
You will need
■ Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino Silk  

DK, 50g in:

Lollie (558) x 1 ball

Waterlilly (005) x 1 ball

Wiggle (492) x 1 ball

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ Tapestry needle

Measurements
■ About 37cm long from toe to top of cuff

Tension
■ 22sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st using 4mm (US 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Nursery knits

About this yarn
Sublime Baby Cashmere  
Merino Silk DK
75% wool, 20% silk, 5% cashmere 

116m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£4.99, for stockists call 01924 369666  

or visit www.sublimeyarns.com 

STOCKING
Begin at toe and, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) 

needles andWaterlilly, cast on 16 sts.

Row 1 Purl.

Next row (K1, inc in next st) to end. 24 sts

Next row Purl.

Change to Lollie.

Next row (K2, inc in next st) to end. 32 sts  

Next row Purl.

Change toWaterlilly.

Next row (K3, inc in next st) to end. 40 sts  

Next row Purl.

The last 2 rows set the stripe pattern. Cont 

stripe pattern throughout.

Next row (K4, inc in next st) to end. 48 sts  

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Next row (K5, inc in next st) to end. 56 sts

Cont stripe patt without further shaping

until there are 10 Lollie stripes from beg.

Heel
Cont inWaterlilly only.

Row 1 K4, sl1, turn.

Next row Purl to end.

Next row K7, sl1, turn.

Next row Purl to end.

Next row K10, sl1, turn.

Next row Purl to end.

Next row K13, sl1, turn.

Next row Purl to end.

Rep last 8 rows again.

Next row K15, sl 1, turn.

Next row Purl to end.

6IT ƤVWX � VS[W EKEMR�

Next row Knit to end.

*Next row P4, sl1, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row P7, sl1, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row P10, sl1, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row P13, sl1, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Rep from * again.

Next row P15, sl 1, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row P4, sl 1, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row P7, sl 1, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row P10, sl 1, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row P13, sl 1, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row Purl to end.

Leg
Change to Lollie and cont in stripe patt

throughout until 27 Lollie stripes have been 

worked.

Cont inWaterlilly only.

St-st 2 rows.

G-st 5 rows.

Starting with a knit row, st-st 13 rows.

G-st 5 rows.

Cast off.

UsingWiggle, Swiss-darn tree motifs (they

will be the right way up once cuff is folded) 

in place as folls:

Start 4th row up from g-st. Leave 2 sts from

FIK� �7[MWW�HEVR ƤVWX QSXMJ XLIR QMWW � WXW

before working the next and so on, leaving 2 

sts remaining at other end.

To make up
Sew across toe then along seam to cuff.

Turn right side out. Sew cuff then fold over.

To create tie, cast on 28 sts usingWaterlilly

and g-st 4 rows. Cast off. Fold and sew

ends tog. Sew to back of stocking cuff 

WIGYVIP]���4VIWW�PMKLXP]�XS�ƤRMWL�

S
top Santa in his snowy

tracks with this lovely

stocking, featuring a

band of simple Christmas trees

Swiss-darned around the cuff. 

Top Tip
When sewing the seam,
take care to match the
stripes as closely as 

possible

Tree Motif Chart

Key

V= Swiss-darn using Wiggle
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Decorate baby's nursery

with this sweet and simple 

Christmas tree bunting 

9WI XLMW
GLIIVJYP
FYRXMRK MR
ER]�VSSQ�

Winter
wonderland
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Tree bunting
You will need
■ Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino Silk  

DK, 50g in:

Lollie (558) x 1 ball

Wiggle (492) x 1 ball

Diddy Dino (527) x 1 ball

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) and 4mm (UK8, 

US 6) knitting needles

■ Tapestry needle

Measurements
■ Approx 92cm (36in) long

Tension
■ 22sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st using 4mm (US 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Nursery knits

About this yarn
Sublime Baby Cashmere  
Merino Silk DK
75% wool, 20% silk, 5% cashmere 

116m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£4.99, for stockists call 01924 369666  

or visit www.sublimeyarns.com

TREE BUNTING
Tree
Work 4 inWiggle and 4 in Diddy Dino.

Begin at base using 4mm (UK 8, US 6)

needles andWiggle, and cast on 20 sts.

G-st 4 rows.

Next row K2tog, knit to end. 19 sts

Next row Knit.

Next row Knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. 18 sts

G-st 3 rows.

Rep last 6 rows until 12 sts.

Next row K2tog, knit to end. 11 sts

Next row Knit.

Next row Knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. 10 sts

Next row Knit.

Rep last 4 rows again. 8 sts

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

6 sts

Next row Knit.

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

4 sts

Next row Knit.

Next row K2tog to end. 2 sts

4YPP ƤVWX WX SZIV XLI�WIGSRH��'YX�]EVR�ERH�

pull through.

Ribbon
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

Lollie, cast on 191 sts.

G-st 2 rows.

Next row K1, (yfwd, k2tog) to end.

G-st 2 rows.

Cast off.

Miss 5 holes in the ribbon and sew the tip of

XLI ƤVWX XVII MRXS XLI RI\X LSPI� *SV IEGL SRI

after that, miss 11 holes and sew the next

tree in the 12th hole, alternating the tree

colours. Tie in all loose ends securely. 

F
lip those classic bunting

triangles upside down

to make this fab festive

version instead!With alternating 

Christmas trees in shades of

dark and light green, hanging

from a beautiful lacy red ribbon, 

Angela's decoration is the perfect

way to brighten up baby's room

throughout the festive season.

Hang it across the window or

along the walls, making it as long

as you like by working a longer

ribbon and adding more trees.    

Top Tip
Sew sequins, beads
or buttons onto the
trees to make them

a bit more decorative!

Knit the 'trees' in yellow and

add a bell to the bottom of

IEGL�SRI�JSV�E�HMJJIVIRX�ƤRMWL��
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Ho ho ho!
Our favourite jolly old man makes an early appearance with this 

fabulous cushion – and he's just as cuddly as we imagined! 

/RMX
XLMW

WRY
KKP]

7ER
XE

GYWL
MSR�
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SANTA CUSHION
Front
Begin at base, using Waterlilly, and cast on 

16 sts.

Row 1 -RG MR ƤVWX WX� ORMX�XS�PEWX�WX��MRG�����WXW

Rep row 1. 20sts

Next row -RG MR ƤVWX�WX��[SVO��\��VMF�XS�PEWX�

st, inc. 22 sts

Rep last row again. 24 sts

Next row -RG�MR�ƤVWX�WX��ORMX�XS�PEWX�WX��MRG��

26 sts

Rep last row again. 28 sts

Next row -RG MR�ƤVWX�WX���O���T��XS�PEWX�WX��

inc. 30 sts

Next row Work (k1, p1) rib to end.

Next row -RG�MR�ƤVWX�WX��ORMX�XS�PEWX�WX��MRG��

32 sts

Next row Knit to end.

Rep last 4 rows until 50 sts.

Keeping patt correct, inc one st each end of

next and every foll 4th row until 60 sts, then 

on every foll 8th row until 64 sts.

Next row Knit.*

Change to Piglet and st-st 26 rows.

**Change to Waterlilly and g-st 10 rows.

Change to Lollie and st-st 12 rows.

Santa cushion
You will need
■ Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino Silk  

DK, 50g in:

Lollie (558) x 1 ball

Waterlilly (005) x 2 balls 

Piglet (001) x 1 ball

Black (490) x 1 ball

Golden Goose (574) x 1 ball

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles 

■ Tapestry needle

■ 8S] ƤPPMRK

■ White thread

■ Red colouring pencil

Measurements
■ Approx 36cm (14in) long

Tension
■ 22sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st using 4mm (US 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

B
ring the magic of the

season to life for a little

boy or girl when you knit

this oh-so-jolly Christmas cushion, 

featuring Old St Nick himself!

With his bright red hat, squishy 

nose and rosy pink cheeks, he

has all the characteristics that we

associate with Santa. But the best

bit is his woolly beard, worked in

a textured rib pattern that's fun to

knit and lovely to snuggle up to!

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

62 sts.

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Rep last 4 rows again. 60 sts.

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

58 sts.

Next row Purl.

Rep last 2 rows again. 56 sts.

Cont in st-st, dec one st at each end of 

every row until 48 sts.

Cast off 6 sts at beg of next 4 rows. 24 sts

Cast off rem sts.

Back
Work as for front to *

Cont patt with Waterlilly and without further

shaping until work measures the same as 

front to g-st.

Work from ** of front to end.

Edging
Using Waterlilly, cast on 10 sts.

G-st 10 rows.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Knit.

Next row Knit.

Cont working 4-row patt until border

IHKMRK ƤXW EVSYRH ;EXIVPMPP] TEXX SJ FEGO

of cushion; sewing g-st piece to g-st of hat

ƤVWX� XLIR WI[MRK TEXX WIEQ� WXSTTMRK�EX�

g-st of hat on opposite side.

Work 10 rows g-st.

Change to Lollie.

Row 1 K2tog, knit to end. 9 sts

Starting with a purl row, cont in st-st until 

FSVHIV IHKMRK ƤXW YT ERH EVSYRH LEX�

ƤRMWLMRK EX ;EXIVPMPP] K�WX TEVX SJ LEX�

Sew seams of front and back to border 

edging, leaving a 7cm (2¾in) gap. 

About this yarn
Sublime Baby Cashmere  
Merino Silk DK
75% wool, 20% silk, 5% cashmere 

116m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£4.99, for stockists call 01924 369666  

or visit www.sublimeyarns.com

Top Tip
Be careful not to

overstuff the cushion –
try to keep it quite flat

and even, for a nice 
squishy finish

ElmeKamel.ir
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8YVR VMKLX�WMHI SYX ERH WXEVX�WXYJƤRK�[MXL�

ƤPPMRK E PMXXPI EX E XMQI�

7I[ VIQ WIEQ��EHHMRK�E�PMXXPI�QSVI�ƤPPMRK�MJ�

necessary.

Hair & moustache (make 2 alike)
Starting at centre face, and using Waterlilly, 

cast on 4 sts.

Row 1 Rib to end.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Knit.

Next row Knit.

Next row K2tog, rib to last st, inc. 4 sts

Next row Rib to end.

Next row K2tog, knit to last st, inc. 4 sts

Next row -RG MR ƤVWX WX� ORMX XS IRH� ��WXW

Next row Rib to last st, inc. 6 sts

Next row -RG MR ƤVWX WX� VMF XS IRH� � WXW

Next row K2tog, knit to last st, inc. 7 sts

Next row -RG MR ƤVWX WX� ORMX�XS�IRH����WXW

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Knit.

Next row Knit.

Rep last 4 rows 5 times more.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Rib 4, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row K5, turn.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Rib 6, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row K7, turn.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row K4, turn.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Rib 5, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row K6, turn.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Rib 7, turn.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row Knit to end.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Rib to end.

Next row Knit.

Next row Knit.

Rep last 4 rows 4 times more.

Cast off.

4MR ƤVWX LEMV TMIGI EPSRK IHKI [LIVI JEGI

meets border edging, then place moustache

along beard, lifting short end upwards to

leave space for working mouth. Sew in

place all the way around. Rep with second 

Top Tip
To increase in the first or
last stitch in the row, you
can use the kfb stitch

(knit into front and back)  
– see page 87 

Use embroidery

stitches to create

7ERXE�W�OMRH�WQMPI�
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TMIGI �XYVRMRK MX SZIV ƤVWX�

Using Lollie, work a curved line of daisy

chain sts for mouth. Sew in loose ends 

securely.

Nose
Using Piglet, cast on 4 sts.

Row 1 Inc in every st. 8 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 7 rows.

Next row K2tog to end. 4 sts

Cut yarn and pull through sts.

Draw up sts tightly and secure. Gather all

the way round nose and pull up gently. Stuff

[MXL�ƤPPMRK�XLIR�TYPP�YT�XMKLXP]��4PEGI�RSWI�MR�

centre of face, just above moustache, and 

sew securely. Tie in all loose ends.

Eyes (make 2 alike)
Using Black, cast on 3 sts.

Row 1 Purl.

Next row Sl1, k2tog, psso.

Cut yarn and thread through.

Place eyes on face, about 7 rows down

from g-st hat border and about 10 sts in 

from hair pieces. Sew in position.

Use a length of white thread to work a small 

straight st at top right of each eye.

9WI XLI ƥEX IHKI SJ XLI TSMRX SJ E VIH

colouring pencil, and working gently in 

circles, mark cheeks below eyes.

Hat tip and Bell
Starting at wide edge of hat, and using 

Lollie, cast on 20 sts.

Work 12 rows st-st.

Next row K4, k2tog tbl, k8, k2tog, k4. 18 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 7 rows.

Next row K2tog to end. 9 sts

Change to Golden Goose.

Next row Inc knitways in every st. 18 sts

Next row Purl.

Next row (K1, inc in next st) to end. 27 sts

Next row Purl.

Next row (K2, inc in next st) to end. 36 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 11 rows.

Next row (K2, k2tog) to end. 27 sts

Next row Purl.

Next row (K1, k2tog) to end. 18 sts

Next row Purl.

Next row (K2tog) to end. 9 sts

Cut yarn and thread through sts.

Pull up sts tightly, then sew seam of bell.

Turn right-side out (reverse st-st) and  

EHH ƤPPMRK�

Sew hat seam, then with seam at centre

back, sew across top. Gather round top of 

bell and pull up tightly.

Tie in loose ends. Use a length of black yarn

to work a couple of daisy chain sts on top

of each other at base of bell on one side

(about 6 rows up from base), then again on

the opposite side (about 6 rows up from

base). Finally, work a line of straight sts to 

join the two dots up.

Place top of hat tip just above g-st border of

hat on one side and sew in place. Tie in all 

PSSWI�IRHW�WIGYVIP]�XS�ƤRMWL��

Top Tip
Before stitching the

eyes in place, mark their
positions lightly with
a pencil, or using a

tacking stitch This rib pattern

adds texture to

Santa's bushy beard

Why not add a real jingle

bell inside this knitted

bell on Santa's hat? 

The face is worked

in stocking stitch

ElmeKamel.ir
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Alfie the elf
This sweet elf has followed his friend Santa, all the

way from the North Pole! Knit him for the nursery today

4VEG
XMGI

]SYV
WXVMT
IW

[MXL
XLMW

TVSN
IGX�
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ELF TOY
Body and head
Begin at base using Wiggle and cast on  

14 sts.

Row 1 Purl.

Next row (Inc in every st) to end. 28 sts

Next row Purl.

Next row (K1, inc in next st) to end. 42 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Next row (K2, inc in next st) to end. 56 sts 

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Next row (K3, inc in next st) to end. 70 sts 

Next row Knit.

Starting with a knit row, st-st 6 rows.

Change to Diddy Dino and st-st 18 rows.

Change to Black and st-st 4 rows.

Change to Diddy Dino and st-st 10 rows.

Next row (K3, k2tog) to end. 56 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Next row (K2, k2tog) to end. 42 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Next row (K1, k2tog) to end. 28 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Next row (K2tog) to end. 14 sts 

Next row Purl.

Change to Piglet.

Next row Inc in every st. 28 sts

Next (and every alt) row Purl.

Next row Inc in every st. 56 sts

Next row (K3, inc in next st) to end.  

70 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 29 rows.

Next row (K3, k2tog) to end. 56 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Next row (K2, k2tog) to end. 42 sts 

Next (and every alt) row: Purl.

Next row (K1, k2tog) to end. 28 sts

Next row (K2tog) to end. 14 sts 

Elf toy
You will need
■ Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino Silk  

DK, 50g in:

Lollie (558) x 1 ball

Waterlilly (005) x 1 ball

Piglet (001) x 1 ball

Black (490) x 1 ball

Golden Goose (574) x 1 ball

Diddy Dino (527) x 1 ball 

Wiggle (492) x 1 ball

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles

■ Tapestry needle

■ 8S] ƤPPMRK

■ White thread

■ Red colouring pencil

■ 9cm (3½in) diameter circle cardboard 

base (optional)

Measurements
■ About 57cm (22½in) tall from foot to top 

of hat (when sitting on shelf)

Tension
■ 22sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st using 4mm (US 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87 

F
rom the tips of his pointy 

ears to the tips of his

pointy toes, this elf is a

complete package of Christmas

merriment! Here's a toy that baby

will instantly fall in love with – who

could resist his cheeky grin? There 

are quite a few stripes to work in

this pattern, starting with those

on his body and not forgetting

those candy-coloured legs! When

sewing these pieces up, it is easier 

to sew the front of the seam so

that you can match up the stripes. 

Cut yarn and thread through sts.

Sew Wiggle seam. Gather round cast-on

sts, pull up tightly and secure. Sew rem

seam to top of head, leaving a 9cm (3½in) 

gap. Turn right-side out.

Cut a 9cm (3½in) diameter circle from a

piece of card and insert into base. Add

ƤPPMRK� E PMXXPI EX E XMQI� 7I[ VIQ WIEQ�

EHHMRK E PMXXPIQSVI ƤPPMRK MJ RIGIWWEV]�

Cut a length of Diddy Dino and work a line

of running sts around neckline. Pull up sts 

tightly and secure.

Eyes (make 2)

Using Black, cast on 3 sts then k3tog.   

Cut yarn and thread through.

Sew eyes in position about 14 rows up

from last inc row of head, with about 10 sts

in between. Use a length of white sewing

thread to work a few tiny straight sts in the 

XST�VMKLX�SJ�IEGL�I]I�XS�ƤRMWL���

Nose

Using Piglet, cast on 5 sts.

St-st 4 rows. 

Top Tip
When sewing the stripe

seams, thread one needle
with Lollie and one with

Waterlilly, and use both at 
the same time   

Nursery knits

About this yarn
Sublime Baby Cashmere  
Merino Silk DK
75% wool, 20% silk, 5% cashmere 

116m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£4.99, for stockists call 01924 369666  

or visit www.sublimeyarns.com
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Cut yarn and thread through sts.

Gather round all the sts then pull up gently.

%HH WSQI ƤPPMRK� 4PEGI MR GIRXVI SJ JEGI

about 10 rows up from last inc row of head.  

Mouth

Using Lollie, work a curved line of straight

sts about 4 rows below nose. Tie in all

loose ends. Use the side of a red colouring

pencil to work some soft circles below eyes 

for cheeks.

Belt buckle

Using Golden Goose, cast on 16 sts.

Cast off.

Sew ends tog. Pin in place at front of body, 

covering black belt in a circle shape.

Sew in place and add a small horizontal

straight st in Golden Goose on one side.

Collar

Using Lollie, cast on 4 sts.

Row 1 Knit.

Next row Knit to last st, inc. 5 sts

Next row Knit to last 2 sts, turn.

Next row Knit to last st, inc. 6 sts

Next row Knit to last 2 sts, turn.

Next row Knit to last st, inc. 7 sts

Next row Knit to end.

Next row Knit.

Next row Cast off 3 sts, knit to end. 4 sts

Rep last 8 rows 7 more times.

Cast off.

Place collar around neck. Sew cast-on sts 

to cast-off sts. Tie in all loose ends.

Hat
UsingWiggle, cast on 72 sts.

G-st 8 rows.

Change to Diddy Dino and st-st 16 rows.

Next row (K7, k2tog) to end. 64 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Next row (K6, k2tog) to end. 56 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Next row (K5, k2tog) to end. 48 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 3 rows.

Cont to dec in this way until 8 sts rem.

Cut yarn and thread through sts.

Sew seam. Turn right-side out and place on

head. Sew in position at back, a few rows

above neck, and work around the head.

Ears (make 2 alike)
Using Piglet, cast on 4 sts.

Row 1 Knit.

Next row�-RG�MR�ƤVWX�WX��ORMX�XS�IRH����WXW

Rep last row until 8 sts.

Next row Knit.

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

6 sts

G-st 3 rows.

Rep last 4 rows again. 4 sts

Next row K2tog twice. 2 sts

Next row K2tog.

Cut yarn and thread through.

Sew ears in position at either side of head,

starting about 8 rows above last inc row of

head, and overlapping hat (do not sew top 

of ears).

Arms (make 2 alike)
Using Piglet, cast on 6 sts.

Row 1 (and every alt) row: Purl.

Next row Inc in every st. 12 sts

Next row (K1, inc in next st) to end. 18 sts

Next row (K2, inc in next st) to end. 24 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 5 rows.

Change toWiggle.

G-st 6 rows.

Change to Diddy Dino.

Work 16 rows st-st.

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

22 sts.

Next row P2tog, purl to last 2 sts, p2tog.  

20 sts.

Rep last 2 rows until 8 sts.

Cast off.

Gather round cast-on sts and pull up tightly.

Join seam to decreased sts. Turn right-side 

SYX�ERH�WXYJJ�PMKLXP]�[MXL�ƤPPMRK�  

Top Tip
When sewing eyes

in position, thread through 
to back of head, pull
gently to make a little 

dent, then secure

Sew the buckle

onto the belt in

a circular position

The little pointy ears

look so cute poking 

YT�SZIV�XLI�LEX�
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With seams at back, pin arms at side of

body, starting from about 8 rows down from 

neck. Angle hands slightly forward.  

Sew in place securely.

Legs (make 2 alike)
Using Lollie, cast on 24 sts.

Work 2 rows st-st.

Change to Waterlilly and st-st 2 rows.

Cont in stripe patt until 17 Lollie stripes 

have been worked.

Change to Golden Goose and st-st 8 rows.

Cast off.

Fold in half and sew across cast-off seam.

Sew seam of leg, taking care to match the 

stripes.

8YVR VMKLX�WMHI SYX ERH WXYJJ� ƤVQP] EX XLI

base, then lighter as you go up the leg.

Slippers (make 4 pieces)
Using Golden Goose, cast on 10 sts.

G-st 4 rows.

Next row -RG MR ƤVWX�WX��ORMX�XS�IRH�����WXW

G-st 5 rows.

Rep last 6 rows 2 more times. 13 sts

Next row Knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. 12 sts

(mark with a small length of contrasting 

yarn).

G-st 5 rows.

Next row K2tog, knit to end. 11 sts

Next row Knit.

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. 9 sts

Next row Knit.

Rep last 4 rows again. 6 sts

Next row K2tog, knit to last st, inc. 6 sts

Next row Knit.

Rep last 2 rows again.

Cast off.

Sew from tip of toe to markers. Sew from

tip of toe along base and up back of slipper.

8YVR VMKLX�WMHI SYX� %HH WSQI ƤPPMRK XS XSI�

and a little at base of slipper. Insert leg into

slipper and sew in place along top of Golden 

Goose of leg.

Slipper tops (make 2)

Using Golden Goose, work as for Collar

but repeat the 8 rows 6 more times rather 

than 7.

Place top on foot, with open edges to front. 

Sew in place. With seam at back, sew

across leg tops. Pin in place at front base  

of body, leaving 2 sts between them.

Ensure all loose ends are tied in securely  

XS�ƤRMWL��

USe this cute
character for playing
'Elf on the shelf' –

he'll love getting
up to mischief!
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Snowball umper

J
ust like real snowballs, the

bobbles on this jumper

are soft and squishy – but

thankfully, a lot less chilly! We’ve

picked a luxury baby yarn that

FPIRHW XLI X[S [EVQIWX ƤFVIW�

merino and alpaca, to keep your

little one extra cosy. With its dark

green contrast trim, this knit has

a traditional feel while still being

playful – perfect for a winter

wedding. And don’t forget that

the sizes go up to three years, so

older girls won’t have to miss out!

About this yarn
Yarn Stories Fine Merino
and Baby Alpaca DK
70% merino wool, 30% alpaca

120m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£7.25, www.woolwarehouse.co.uk

Soft as snow

Top Tip
Practise your bobbles first, 
and get the hang of the 
technique before working 

on this pattern 

Wrap baby up in merino and alpaca softness when 

you knit Jo Allport’s stylish jumper. The snowball-

effect bobbles add a fun touch that baby will love!
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This classic knit will look 

beautiful with a bright red

dress for Christmas Day 

The bobbly border
 and flared sleeves make 
a real statement on this 

cosy jumper 
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Snowball jumper
You will need
■ Yarn Stories Fine Merino and Baby 

Alpaca DK, 50g in:

Bottle (shade 2501) x 1 ball – Yarn A

Cream (shade 2504) x 3 (3: 3: 4: 4: 5) 

balls – Yarn B

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles 

4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ 4 stitch holders

■ Split ring stitch marker (optional)

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 22 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in) square 

over st-st using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) 

needles

■ 23 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in) square

over Bobble Pattern using 4mm (UK 8, 

US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ Make Bobble: (k1, p1, k1, p1, k1) in 1 st,

turn and p5, turn and pass the 4 sts just

worked, one at a time, over the last st,

knit this st through the back of the loop

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measure-
ments

Newborn 3 mths 6 mths 12 mths 24 mths 36 mths

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 44 47 50 54 5564

in 16 17¼ 18½ 19¾ 21¼ 22

Actual
measurements

cm 46 49 53 56 60 63

in 18 19¼ 21 22 23¾ 24¾

Actual length
(back neck to
back hem)

cm 19 22 24 26 28 31

in 7½ 8¾ 9½ 10¼ 11 12
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Snowball jumper

Pattern stitches
Garter Stitch (g-st)

All rows Knit.

Bobble Pattern

Worked over multiples of 8 + 4 sts and 16 

rows.

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 and all even rows Purl.

Row 3 K2, *k5, MB using Yarn B, k2: rep 

from * to last 2 sts, k2.

Row 5, 7, 11, and 13 Knit.

Row 9 K2, *k1, MB, k6; rep from * to last 2 

sts, k2.

Row 15 K2, *k5, MB using Yarn B, k2: rep 

from * to last 2 sts, k2.

Row 16 Purl.

Stocking stitch (st-st)

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

Pattern note

An allowance of 1 st around all edges has 

been included for sewing up. 

Instructions

Snowball jumper
Back and front (make 2 like)
Using Yarn A and 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3)

needles, cast on 80 (86: 92: 98: 106: 110) 

sts.

Knit 3 rows.

'LERKI XS =EVR & ERH �QQ �9/ �� 9/ �

needles and work in Bobble Patt and st-st 

as follows:

Row 1 (RS) K2 (1: 0: 3: 3: 1), Bobble Pattern

row 1 across 76 (84: 92: 92: 100: 108) sts,

k2 (1: 0: 3: 3: 1). (Note all the sts on this row 

are knit).

Row 2 P2 (1: 0: 3: 3: 1), Bobble Pattern row 

2 across 76 (84: 92: 92: 100: 108) sts, p2 (1:

0: 3: 3: 1). (Note all the sts on this row are 

purl).

These 2 rows set the position of the pattern: 

the edge 2 (1: 0: 3: 3: 1) sts at each side

worked in st-st (knit on the RS and purl on

the WS), and the central 76 (84: 92: 92: 100: 

108) sts worked in Bobble Pattern.   

Work the 16 row pattern.

'LERKI XS =EVR�%�ERH�[SVO�XLI�JSPPS[MRK�

dec row:

Next row (RS) K2 (2: 2: 2: 3: 2), *k2tog, k1;

rep from * to last 3 (3: 3: 3: 4: 3) sts, k2tog,

k1 (1: 1: 1: 2: 1). 54 (58: 62: 66: 72: 74) sts.

Next row Knit.

'LERKI XS =EVR & ERH [SVO MR WX�WX YRXMP

work measures 8 (10.5: 12: 13: 14: 16)cm or

3 (4: 4¾: 5: 5½: 6¼)in, ending with a WS row 

and measured from the cast-on edge.

Shape raglan

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� �� � WXW EX XLI FIK SJ XLI�

next 2 rows. 50 (54: 56: 60: 64: 66) sts.

Dec 1 st at the beg and end of the next 1 (1:

3: 3: 5: 3) rows. 48 (52: 50: 54: 54: 60) sts. 

Garter stitch gives

E�RMGI ƥEX RIGOPMRI

that won’t roll
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Snowball jumper

Work one row straight (a WS row), then

dec 1 st at the beg and end of the next and

every RS row until 24 (26: 26: 28: 28: 30) sts 

remain, ending with a WS row.

Put these sts onto a stitch holder.  

Sleeves (make 2)
Using Yarn A and 3.25mm (UK10, US 3)

needles, cast on 54 (54: 58: 58: 62: 66) sts.  

Knit 3 rows.

'LERKI XS =EVR & ERH �QQ �9/ �� 9/ �

needles and work in Bobble Patt and st-st 

as follows:

Row 1 (RS) K1 (1: 3: 3: 1: 3), Bobble Pattern

row 1 across 52 (52: 52: 52: 60: 60) sts, k1

(1: 3: 3: 1: 3). (Note all the sts on this row 

are knit).

Row 2 P1 (1: 3: 3: 1: 3), Bobble Pattern row 2

across 52 (52: 52: 52: 60: 60) sts, p1 (1: 3: 3:

1: 3). (Note all the sts on this row are purl).

These 2 rows set the position of the pattern: 

the edge 1 (1: 3: 3: 1: 3) sts at each side

worked in st-st (knit on the RS and purl on

the WS), and the central 52 (52: 52: 52: 60: 

60) sts worked in Bobble Pattern.  

Work the 16 row pattern.

'LERKI�XS�=EVR�%�ERH�[SVO�XLI�JSPPS[MRK�

dec row:

Next row (RS) K4 (4: 6: 6: 5: 4), *k2tog, k1;

rep from * to last 5 (5: 7: 7: 6: 5) sts, k2tog,

k3 (3: 5: 5: 4: 3). 38 (38: 42: 42: 44: 46) sts.

Next row Knit.

'LERKI XS =EVR�&�ERH�[SVO�MR�WX�WX�JVSQ�

now on.

Work 4 rows.

On the next row, commence sleeve incs as 

follows:

Sleeve inc row (RS) K1,M1, patt to last st, 

M1, k1. (inc of 2 sts).

Work increased sts in st-st.

Rep this sleeve inc row every 8th row until

there are 40 (42: 46: 48: 52: 56) sts. (Note

JSV XLI ƤVWX WM^I XLI�WPIIZI�MRG�VS[�MW�SRP]�

worked once).

Now work straight in patt as set until sleeve

measures 12 (13: 15: 17: 20: 24)cm or (4¾: 

6: 6¾: 8: 9½)in, ending with a WS row. 

Shape raglan

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� �� � WXW EX XLI FIK SJ XLI�

next 2 rows. 36 (38: 40: 42: 44: 48) sts.

Dec 1 st at the beg and end of the next row.  

34 (36: 38: 40: 42: 46) sts.

Work 1 (1: 1: 1: 3: 1) rows straight, ending 

It’s in the detail
Bobbles are a really fun way to add detail and extra dimension to a knitted piece.

Here they give the effect of snowballs, but they can also be used to create polka-

dots, a cute edging or to add extra detail to a cable pattern. This stitch is made by

working multiple increases in one stitch and then decreasing back to one stitch. 

Top Tip
Choose alpaca yarn for

babies with sensitive skin
– it has no lanolin, which

makes it hypoallergenic

with a WS row.

Now dec 1 st at the beg and end of the next

and every RS row until 10 (10: 12: 12: 14:

14) sts remain, ending with a WS row.   

Put these sts onto a stitch holder.  

To make up
Weave in ends and block each piece lightly. 

Neckline: With RS facing, Yarn A and

3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, and starting

at the back, knit the 24 (26: 26: 28: 28: 30) sts

from the back holder, knit the 10 (10: 12: 12:

14: 14) sts from the left sleeve, knit the 24

(26: 26: 28: 28: 30) sts from the front holder,

knit the 10 (10: 12: 12: 14: 14) sts from the

right sleeve. 68 (72: 76: 80: 84: 88) sts.

Knit 4 rows, ending with a RS row.  

'EWX SJJ EPP WXW�

Sew raglans and neckline. Sew sleeve and 

side seams. Weave in any other ends. 

More ideas
You can stay up-to-date with Jo’s

work at  joallportdesigns.weebly.com
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From cooking to crafting, decorating
to gift-buying, Simply Christmas is
packed with ideas and inspiration

to make sure you have a very 
happy holiday season!
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CALL 03330 162 138 and quote ‘PRINT1’
ONLINE www.buysubscriptions.com/SimplyChristmas17

Lines are open 8am-6pm weekdays and 9am-1pm Saturday for orders only †Calls from landlines will cost up to 9p per minute.
Call charges from mobile phones will cost between 3p and 55p per minute but are included in free call packages.

*Prices including postage are £5.99 for UK residents, £6.99 for Europe and £7.99 for Rest of World. Please allow up to 14 days for delivery.
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Snuggle up
Your baby will stand out from the crowd

in this super-soft winter coat from Sirdar, 

knitted in fun colours and textures

Colourful

new self-

patterning

yarn!
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Hooded coat
You will need
■ Sirdar Snuggly Squishy, 100g in:

Chuckles (shade 703) x1 (2: 2: 2) balls–M

■ 7RYKKP] 7RS[ƥEOI 'LYRO]� ��K MR�

Foamy (shade 717) x 3 (3: 3: 4) balls – C

■ 5.5mm (UK 5, US 9) knitting needles

4.5mm (UK 7, US 7) knitting needles

■ Stitch holders 

■ 3 buttons

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 22 sts and 39 rows to 20cm (8in) over

stocking stitch using 5.5mm (UK 5, US 

9) needles and Snuggly Squishy

■ 14 sts and 19 rows to 10cm (4in) over

stocking stitch using 5.5mm (UK 5, US 

� RIIHPIW JSV 7RYKKP]�7RS[ƥEOI�

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Hooded coat

About this yarn
Sirdar Snuggly Squishy
100% polyester

100m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£6.19, for stockists visit  

www.sirdar.co.uk

HOODED COAT
Back and fronts
(Worked in one piece to armholes)

Using 5.5mm (UK 5, US 9) needles, thumb

QIXLSH ERH�'��GEWX�SR�������� �������WXW�

loosely.

Row 1 Knit.

This row will now be referred to as g-st 

(garter stitch).

Work 1 row more in g-st.

4VSGIIH EW JSPPS[W�

Row 1 9WMRK 1� O�� � ]J[H� O�� ]J[H� O�� VIT

JVSQ � XS PEWX WX� O�� �� ���� ��� ��� WXW�

Row 2 /�� � T�� O�� VIT JVSQ � XS IRH�

Row 3 /�� � ]J[H� O�� ]J[H� O�� VIT�JVSQ���XS�

IRH� �� ����� ���� ��� WXW�

Row 4 /�����T���O���VIT�JVSQ���XS�PEWX����WXW��

T�� O��

Row 5 9WMRK '� O�� � O�XSK XFP� O�XSK� O�� VIT

JVSQ � XS PEWX �� WXW� O�XSK�XFP��O�XSK��O���

�� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Row 6 Knit.

6S[W�����WIX�[EZ]�TEXX�

Working in wavy patt as set, cont until back

QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ��GQ SV ������������

~MR� IRHMRK [MXL VS[ � SJ TEXX�

Next row 9WMRK '� O� ��� �� �� O�XSK� �O� ?��

�� �A� O�XSK � ��� ������XMQIW��O���������������

���� ��� �� WXW�

Next row Knit.

'LERKI XS 1 ERH�TVSGIIH�EW�JSPPS[W�

Row 1Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

These 2 rows will now be referred to as st-st 

(stocking stitch).

Working in st-st (throughout), proceed as 

JSPPS[W�

Divide for back and fronts

Next row /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSK �EVQLSPI

IHKI� WPMT XLIWI �� ���� ��� �� WXW SRXS E

stitch holder for Right Front, k2tog (armhole 

IHKI� O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSK �EVQLSPI

IHKI� WPMT XLIWI �� ���� ��� �� WXW SRXS

a stitch holder for Back, k2tog (armhole 

Y
ou only need to look at

the yarn names to fall

head-over-heels for this

pattern by Sirdar! Snuggly Squishy

ERH 7RYKKP] 7RS[ƥEOI 'LYRO]

are the two yarns used, in lovely

shades of variegated red and 

vibrant turquoise. The latter yarn

is often used for knitting cuddly

teddy bears and other furry toys,

so you can imagine how huggable

baby will be in this warm winter

coat!We love the wavy stripe

pattern, too – a fab design detail.

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 0-6 mths 6-12 mths 12-24 mths 2-3 years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 �� 51 ��

in �� �� 20 22

Actual
measurements

cm 45 50 55 ��

in ��� ��� ��� ���

Full length
cm 24 �� �� ��

in 9½ 11 12½ 15½

Sleeve length
cm 15 �� 20 24

in � �~ � 9½
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Hooded coat

IHKI��O����������� �������������������WXW�

Left front
;SVOMRK SR XLIWI �� ������������WXW�SRP]�

TVSGIIH EW JSPPS[W�

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� HIG � WX EX EVQLSPI�

IHKI MR IZIV] VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP EVQLSPI

QIEWYVIW � ��� ��� ��GQ�SV�����~�����MR��

ending with a RS row.

Shape neck

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� ��WXW�PSSWIP]��TYVP�

XS IRH� � ��� �� �� WXW�

Work 2 rows, dec 1 st at neck edge in every 

VS[� � ��� �� � WXW�

;SVO������������VS[W�QSVI�[MXLSYX�WLETMRK�

Shape shoulder

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �����WXW�PSSWIP]��ORMX�

XS IRH� � ��� �� � WXW�

Next row Purl.

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ������������WXW�PSSWIP]��

Back
WithWS facing, using 5.5mm (UK 5, US 9)

RIIHPIW� VINSMR ]EVR XS �� ���� ��� �� WXW PIJX

on a stitch holder for back and proceed as 

JSPPS[W�

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� HIG � WX EX IEGL�IRH�

SJ IZIV] VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP EVQLSPIW

QIEWYVI � ��� ��� ��GQ SV�����~������MR��

ending with aWS row.

;SVO������������VS[W�QSVI�

Shape shoulders

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW PSSWIP] EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X�

� VS[W� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW PSSWIP]�EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X�

� VS[W� � ���� ��� �� WXW�

0IEZI VIQ ��������������WXW�SR�E�WXMXGL�

holder. 

Right front
WithWS facing, using 5.5mm (UK 5, US 9)

RIIHPIW� VINSMR ]EVR XS �� ���� ��� �� WXW

left on a stitch holder for right front and 

TVSGIIH EW JSPPS[W�

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� HIG � WX EX EVQLSPI�

IHKI MR IZIV] VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP EVQLSPI

QIEWYVIW�������������GQ�SV�����~������MR��

ending with a WS row.

Shape neck

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� ��WXW�PSSWIP]��ORMX�

XS IRH� � ��� �� ���WXW�

Next row Purl.

Work 2 rows, dec 1 st at neck edge in every 

VS[� � ��� �� � WXW�

;SVO������������VS[W�QSVI�[MXLSYX�WLETMRK�

Shape shoulder

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �����WXW�PSSWIP]��TYVP�

XS IRH� � ��� �� � WXW��

Next row Knit.

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ������������WXW�PSSWIP]����

Sleeves (both alike)
Using 5.5mm (UK 5, US 9) needles, thumb

QIXLSH ERH�'��GEWX�SR�������� �������WXW�

loosely.

Working in st-st (throughout), inc 1 st at

IEGL IRH SJ �XL ERH IZIV] JSPP �XL���XL���XL��

�XL VS[ XS �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

-RG � WX EX IEGL IRH SJ IZIV] JSPP ��XL ��XL��

�XL� �XL VS[ XS �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP WPIIZIQIEWYVIW�

�� ���� ��� ��GQ SV � ��~� �� �~MR� SV

length required, ending with a WS row.

Shape sleeve top

;SVO � ��� �� �� VS[W HIG � WX EX IEGL�IRH�

SJ IZIV] VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

;SVO������������VS[�W�[MXLSYX�WLETMRK�

It’s in the detail
This eyecatching jacket features a unique wavy pattern that is worked over six rows. 

Rows 1-4 use the main self-striping colour, and the following two rows use the

contrast blue shade. These six rows should measure 3cm (1¼in) when knitted at the

correct tension, and may distort the rest of the jacket if knitted too tight or too loose, 

so check your tension and adjust the needle size accordingly if you need to. 

Top Tip
To cast off loosely, knit
the first two stitches

together through the back
loops, slip the single

stitch from right needle to 
left needle, and repeat
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This hood is so cosy
and will knit up quickly 

in stocking stitch
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Hooded coat

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW PSSWIP] EX FIK SJ�RI\X�

� ��� �� � VS[W� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

'EWX SJJ � WXW PSSWIP] EX FIK�SJ�RI\X ���������

� VS[W� � ��� �� � WXW�

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ������������WXW�PSSWIP]�

Right front border
;MXL 67 JEGMRK� YWMRK ���QQ �9/ �� 97 �

RIIHPIW ERH '� TMGO YT ERH ORMX �� ���� ���

�� WXW IZIRP] EPSRK TEXXIVR IHKI� � WXW

IZIRP] EPSRK K�WX ERH �� ���� ��� �� WXW

IZIRP] EPSRK WX�WX� �� ������������WXW�

Work 1 row in g-st.

Next row /RMX XS PEWX �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

O�XSK� ]J[H� �O��?�������A��O�XSK��]J[H  

twice, k2.

Work 2 rows more in g-st.

'EWX�SJJ�PSSWIP]�ORMX[E]W�

Left front border
;MXL 67 JEGMRK� YWMRK ���QQ �9/ �� 97 �

RIIHPIW ERH '� TMGO YT ERH ORMX �� ���� ���

�� WXW IZIRP] EPSRK WX�WX� � WXW IZIRP] EPSRK�

K�WX ERH �� ���� ��� �� WXW IZIRP] EPSRK�

TEXXIVR IHKI� �� ���� ��� ���WXW�

Work 4 rows in g-st.

'EWX�SJJ�PSSWIP]�ORMX[E]W�

Hood
Join shoulder seams.

9WMRK ���QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH '�

GEWX SR �� ���� ��� �� WXW PSSWIP]� [MXL

RS facing using same needle and yarn

[SVO EGVSWW � ���� ��� �� WXW PIJX SR WXMXGL

LSPHIV EX FEGO SJ RIGO EW JSPPS[W� O� ��� ��

�� Q�� �O�� Q� � ��� �� � XMQIW� O� ��� �� ��

GEWX SR �� ������������WXW�PSSWIP]����������

��� �� WXW�

Next row Purl.

Working in st-st (throughout), cont until

LSSH QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ��GQ SV �}�

��~������~MR��IRHMRK�[MXL�E�;7�VS[�

Shape top

Next row 'EWX SJJ �� ���� ��� �� WXW PSSWIP]�

O�� ���� ��� ��� GEWX SJJ �� ������������WXW�

PSSWIP]� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

;MXL;7 JEGMRK� VINSMR ]EVR XS VIQ���������

��� �� WXW ERH TYVP XS IRH�

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP LSSH QIEWYVIW

�� ���� ��� ��GQ SV �} ��������~MR JVSQ�

cast-off sts, ending with a WS row.

'EWX SJJ PSSWIP]�

.SMR WMHI IHKIW EX XST�SJ�LSSH�XS�������������

19) cast-off sts.

Hood border

;MXL 67 JEGMRK� YWMRK ���QQ �9/ ��

97 � RIIHPIW ERH '� TMGO YT ERH ORMX ��

���� ��� �� WXW IZIRP] EPSRK VMKLX WMHI SJ

LSSH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW JVSQ GEWX�SJJ

WXW EX XST SJ LSSH ERH �� ���� ��� �� WXW

IZIRP] EPSRK�PIJX�WMHI�SJ�LSSH��������������

�� WXW�

Work 2 rows in g-st.

'EWX�SJJ�PSSWIP]�ORMX[E]W�

To make up
Fold sleeves in half lengthways.

Placing folds to shoulder seams, sew

sleeves in position. Join sleeve seams.

Placing ends of hood halfway across front

borders, sew hood evenly in position to 

front of neck. Sew on buttons.

Pin out garment to the measurement

KMZIR� 'SZIV [MXL�HEQT�GPSXLW�ERH�PIEZI�

until dry.  

More ideas
Visit www.sirdar.co.uk and search

for Snuggly Squishy to see all the

colours in this new range. You’ll also

ƤRH ƤZI QSVI GYXI TEXXIVRW JSV FEF]�

using this soft chenille yarn. 

Sirdar Snuggly Squishy

is a variegated yarn with

the texture of chenille

Top Tip
Use strong white

sewing thread to attach 
the buttons for a
seamless finish
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Pixie hood acket

P
ixie hoods were made

for kids’ knits, and can

elevate a jacket from

quite sweet to super-cute in an

instant! If you’d like to try that

experiment out on your own

little one, then have a go at this

gorgeous jacket from Sirdar. The

main jacket is worked in stocking

stitch with garter stitch borders,

and the hood is added at the end.

You’ll love the silk-rich feel of this

yarn, and watching the printed

patterns come to life as you knit.

About this yarn
Sublime Baby Cashmere
Merino Silk DK Prints
75% wool, 20% silk, 5% cashmere

116m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£6.49, for stockists visit

www.sirdar.co.uk

Jack frost

Top Tip
Looking for a unisex knit? 

This pattern, and the 
colours, will look cute on 
both boys and girls

Your little pixie will look extra cute in this cosy jacket 

from Sirdar, featuring an adorable pointy hood and 

self-patterning yarn in ice-cool colours! 
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These frosty shades 

are light, bright and 

fun to wear!
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Pixie hood jacket
You will need
■ Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino Silk DK

Prints, 50g in: Under The Sea (shade 

567) x 4 (4: 5: 6) balls

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles 

4mm (UK 8, US, 6) needles

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 0-6 mths 6-12 mths 12-18 mths 2-3 years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 46 51 56

in 16 18 20 22

Actual
measurements

cm 45 50 55 60

in 17¾ 19¾ 21¾ 23¾

Length to
shoulder

cm 27 29 32 39

in 10¾ 11½ 12½ 15½

Sleeve length
cm 15 17 20 24

in 6 6½ 8 9½
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Pixie hood acket

Pixie hood jacket
Back
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, cast 

on 71 (75: 79: 83) sts.

Row 1 (RS) Knit (garter stitch).

Work 3 rows more in garter stitch.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

beginning with a right side row, work 4 (4: 4: 

6) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 69 (73: 77: 81) sts

Work 3 (3: 5: 7) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 67 (71: 75: 79) sts

Work 3 (3: 3: 7) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 65 (69: 73: 77) sts

Work 3 (3: 3: 5) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 63 (67: 71: 75) sts

Work 3 (3: 3: 5) row(s) in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 61 (65: 69: 73) sts

Work 1 (3: 3: 5) row(s) in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 59 (63: 67: 71) sts

Work 1 (3: 3: 5) row(s) in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 57 (61: 65: 69) sts

Work 1 (1: 3: 5) row(s) in st-st.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 55 (59: 63: 67) sts

1st size only

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 53 sts

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 51 sts

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 49 sts.

2nd size only

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. (57) sts.

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. (55) sts

3rd size only

Work 3 rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. (61) sts

All 4 sizes

Next row Purl.

Beginning with a knit row, work in st-st until

back measures 15 (16: 18: 24)cm or 6 (6¼:

����~MR��ƤRMWLMRK�EJXIV�E�[VSRK�WMHI�VS[�

Shape raglan

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW EX FIKMRRMRK�SJ�RI\X���

rows. 43 (49: 53: 59) sts

1st, 2nd and 4th sizes only

Work 2 (2: 4) rows, decreasing 1 st at each 

end of every row. 39 (45: 51) sts

All 4 sizes

Work 22 (26: 30: 28) rows, decreasing 1

st at each end of 1st and every following 

alternate row. 17 (19: 23: 23) sts

'EWX�SJJ�VIQEMRMRK����������������WXW�
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Pixie hood acket

Left front
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, cast 

on 35 (37: 39: 41) sts.

Work 4 rows in garter stitch.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

beginning with a right side row, work 4 (4: 4: 

6) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 34 

(36: 38: 40) sts

Work 3 (3: 5: 7) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 33 

(35: 37: 39) sts

Work 3 (3: 3: 7) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 32 

(34: 36: 38) sts

Work 3 (3: 3: 5) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 31 

(33: 35: 37) sts

Work 3 (3: 3: 5) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 30 

(32: 34: 36) sts

Work 1 (3: 3: 5) row(s) in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 29 

(31: 33: 35) sts

Work 1 (3: 3: 5) row(s) in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 28 

(30: 32: 34) sts

Work 1 (1: 3: 5) row(s) in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 27 

(29: 31: 33) sts

1st size only

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 26 sts

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 25 sts

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. 24 sts

2nd size only

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. (28) sts

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. (27) sts

3rd size only

Work 3 rows in stocking stitch.

Next row K1, sl 1, k1, psso, knit to end. (30) sts

All 4 sizes

Next row Purl.

Beginning with a knit row, work in st-st until

left front measures 15 (16: 18: 24)cm or 6

��}������~MR��ƤRMWLMRK�EJXIV�E�[VSRK�WMHI�VS[�

Shape raglan

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ���������WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH��

21 (24: 26: 29) sts

Next row Purl.

1st, 2nd and 4th sizes only

Work 2 (2: 4) rows, decreasing 1 st at raglan 

edge in every row. 19 (22: 25) sts

All 4 sizes

Work 19 (23: 27: 23) rows, decreasing 1 st

at raglan edge in 1st and every following 

alternate row. 9 (10: 12: 13) sts

It’s in the detail
The buttonbands and buttonhole

bands are worked in garter stitch

to match the other borders on this

jacket. They are worked after the

fronts have been knitted by picking

up the stitches, using the smaller

needles to give a tighter fabric.

Top Tip
To make following

the pattern easier, go
through it and highlight

the size you want to make

Shape neck

Next row 'EWX SJJ������������WXW��TYVP�XS�IRH��

4 (4: 4: 6) sts

Work 1 (1: 1: 3) row(s), decreasing 1 st at

each end of 1st and foll 0 (0: 0: 2nd) row. 2 sts

Next row P2tog. Fasten off.

Right front
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, cast 

on 35 (37: 39: 41) sts.

Work 4 rows in garter stitch.

'LERKI XS �QQ RIIHPIW ERH FIKMRRMRK [MXL

a right side row, work 4 (4: 4: 6) rows in st-st.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 34 (36: 

38: 40) sts

Work 3 (3: 5: 7) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 33 (35: 

37: 39) sts

Work 3 (3: 3: 7) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 32 (34: 

36: 38) sts

Work 3 (3: 3: 5) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 31 (33: 

35: 37) sts

Work 3 (3: 3: 5) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 30 (32: 

34: 36) sts

Work 1 (3: 3: 5) rows in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 29 (31: 

33: 35) sts

Work 1 (3: 3: 5) row(s) in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 28 (30: 

32: 34) sts

Work 1 (1: 3: 5) row(s) in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 27 (29: 

31: 33) sts

1st size only

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 26 sts

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 25 sts

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 24 sts

2nd size only

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. (28) sts

Work 1 row in stocking stitch.

Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. (27) sts

3rd size only

Work 3 rows in stocking stitch.
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Next row Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. (30) sts

All 4 sizes

Next row Purl.

Beginning with a knit row, work in st-st until

right front measures 15 (16: 18: 24)cm or 6

��}������~MR��ƤRMWLMRK�EJXIV�E�VMKLX�WMHI�VS[��

Shape raglan

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ���������WXW��TYVP�XS�IRH��

21 (24: 26: 29) sts

1st, 2nd and 4th sizes only

Work 2 (2: 4) rows, decreasing 1 st at raglan 

edge in every row. 19 (22: 25) sts 

All 4 sizes

Work 18 (22: 26: 22) rows, decreasing 1 st

at raglan edge in 1st and every following 

alternate row. 10 (11: 13: 14) sts 

Shape neck

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW��ORMX�XS�PEWX�

2 sts, k2tog. 4 (4: 4: 6) sts

Next row Purl.

Work 1 (1: 1: 3) row(s), decreasing 1 st at

each end of 1st and foll 0 (0: 0: 2nd) row. 2 sts

Next row P2tog. Fasten off.

Sleeves (both alike)
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, cast 

on 31 (31: 33: 33) sts.

Work 4 rows in garter stitch.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

beg with a knit row, work in st-st as follows:

Work 31 (23: 19: 23) rows, increasing

1 st at each end of 7th and every foll 8th

(4th: 4th: 4th) row (there will be 7 (3: 3: 3)

rows straight between each increase row). 

39 (41: 41: 43) sts

2nd, 3rd and 4th sizes only

Work (12: 24: 30) rows, increasing 1 st

at each end of every following 6th row

(there will be 5 rows straight between each 

increase row). (45: 49: 53) sts

All 4 sizes

'SRXMRYI [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP WPIIZI MW ��

���� ��� ��GQ SV � ��~� �� �~MR��ƤRMWLMRK�

after a wrong side row.

Shape raglan

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW EX FIKMRRMRK�SJ�RI\X���

rows. 33 (39: 41: 45) sts

1st and 3rd sizes only

Work 4 rows, decreasing 1 st at each end of 

1st row only. 31 (39) sts

All 4 sizes

Work 20 (28: 26: 32) rows, decreasing 1

st at each end of 1st and every following 

alternate row. 11 (11: 13: 13) sts

'EWX�SJJ�VIQEMRMRK����������������WXW�

HOOD
Right side

Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, cast on 38 

(41: 47: 50) sts.

Beginning with a knit row, work 8 rows st-st.

Row 9 K2tog (shaped edge), knit to end. 37 

(40: 46: 49) sts

Work 3 rows more in stocking stitch.

Work 40 (44: 48: 52) rows, decreasing 1 st

at shaped edge in 1st and every following 

4th row. 27 (29: 34: 36) sts

Work 4 (6: 8: 10) rows, decreasing 1 st at

shaped edge in 1st and every following 

alternate row. 25 (26: 30: 31) sts

'EWX�SJJ�VIQEMRMRK����������������WXW�

Left side

Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, cast on 38 

(41: 47: 50) sts.

Beginning with a knit row work 8 rows st-st.

Row 9 Knit to last 2 sts, k2tog (shaped 

edge). 37 (40: 46: 49) sts

Work 3 rows more in stocking stitch.

Work 40 (44: 48: 52) rows, decreasing 1 st

at shaped edge in 1st and every following 

4th row. 27 (29: 34: 36) sts

Work 4 (6: 8: 10) rows, decreasing 1 st at

shaped edge in 1st and every following 

alternate row. 25 (26: 30: 31) sts

'EWX�SJJ�VIQEMRMRK����������������WXW�

Hood border
Join shaped edges and cast on edges of

left and right sides of hood.WithWS of the

work facing you, using 3.25mm (UK 10, US

3) needles, pick up and knit 44 (48: 52: 58)

sts evenly along left front edge of hood and

44 (48: 52: 58) sts evenly along right front 

edge of hood. 88 (96: 104: 116) sts

Work in garter stitch for 6cm (2½in),

ƤRMWLMRK�EJXIV�E�;7�VS[��'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W��

Right front border
Join raglan seams.With RS of work facing

you, using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles,

pick up and knit 3 sts evenly along garter

stitch and 48 (52: 58: 72) sts evenly along 

front edge. 51 (55: 61: 75) sts

Work 2 rows in garter stitch.

Buttonhole row K3, yfwd, k2tog, [k5 (6: 7: 7), 

yfwd, k2tog] twice, knit to end.

Work 3 rows in garter stitch. 

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

Left front border
With RS of work facing you, using 3.25mm

(UK 10, US 3) needles, pick up and knit 48

(52: 58: 72) sts evenly along front edge and

3 sts evenly along g-st. 51 (55: 61: 75) sts

Work 6 rows in garter stitch.

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

To make up
Join side and sleeve seams. Fold hood

border back onto RS of work for 5cm (2in),

placing end of fold halfway across front

borders. Sew cast-off edge of hood evenly 

in position all round neck edge.  

Sew on buttons.

Pin out garment to the measurement given 

and cover with damp cloths until dry.

Top Tip
Work more buttonholes
and add more buttons

if you want a jacket
that does up fully 

The turned-up edge adds

weight to this cosy hood
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'LVMWXQEW NYWX [SYPHRŭX FI 'LVMWXQEW [MXLSYX WXSGOMRKW XS�ƤPP�
with presents – and the best presents are knitted ones

Size matters

But what to make? There’s such a vast choice.

One way of shortening the list is to remember

that, in this case, size matters. Stockings

are usually not that much bigger than an

adult-sized sock, though of course there are

giant ones available, in which case you could

TVSFEFP] Ƥ] PP SRI[MXL E[LSPI[EVHVSFI SJ

baby clothes and a cot blanket, too.

With size restrictions in mind, and of course

remembering the littleness of babies, it’s easy

to make a list. It might include booties, socks,

mitts, bibs, hats and beanies if garments are

what you love to knit. Jumpers are probably

too large for a stocking, but vests would fold

MRXS E RIEX PMXXPI TEGOEKI XLEX ƤXW WRYKP]�

%
s an avid knitter, you might well

have knitted stockings to hang on

the mantelpiece. Even if you have

shop-bought stockings, there’s

WYGL LETTMRIWW MRZSPZIH MR ƤPPMRK XLIQ [MXL

delights to be discovered by your family on

Christmas morning. Children are always the

most excited to dive into these treasure troves

XS ƤRH SYX [LEX KIQW XLI] [MPP ƤRH�

That excitement extends to the giver of

the gifts, and here is where knitters have an

advantage over the non-crafting world – we

have the joy of making them! Planning our

gift list, searching our patterns, looking out

yarns and getting stuck into our knitting… the

pleasure it gives us is immeasurable, isn’t it?

Great
ideas for

FEF]ŭW ƤVWX
stocking!

Filled with love

Top: Stocking and Snowman Christmas  

decorations, www.theyarnloop.com
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King Cole has a book of patterns that

includes nativity characters, each small

IRSYKL XS ƤX WIZIVEP MR E WXSGOMRK� 8LI ƤKYVIW

can be played with, displayed in a scene for

story-telling with baby or hung on the tree

as decoration. Or, you could make them into

festive bunting for the nursery. Plus, for every

sale of King Cole’s Christmas Knits Book 3,

a donation will be made to the Pink Ribbon

Foundation, the breast cancer charity. There

EVI EGXYEPP] Ƥ] ZI FSSOW SJ XS] TEXXIVRW MR /MRK

Cole’s Christmas pattern collection.

Do remember, when making toys for baby,

that there should be no moving parts or small 

plastic parts that be pulled off and eaten.

For eyes, it’s safer to embroider the features

rather than use safety eyes, which are not

recommended for children under 36 months.

As well as toys and decorative characters,

many of the yarn companies also have tree

decorations, such as Rowan’sMiniMitts and

Hats Christmas Tree Decorations, which is a

free download from www.loveknitting.com.

Search Press (www.searchpress.com)

Toys are always a favourite with babies

and parents. How about small cuddly toys

like teddies and animals, or tactile learning

toys like alphabet blocks?Made in Christmas

colours, they’ll make perfect little gifts that will

be treasured for years to come, and serve as

a reminder of Christmases past.

For other small-sized knit ideas for babies,

how about nursery decorations, such as

bunting or ornaments for trees. You could 

decide to knit an ornament for every year of

a child’s life, to be collected over the years.

)EGL SRI[SYPH VIƥIGX XLI EKI SJ XLI GLMPH

and would tell a story.What a lovely heirloom

to have as an adult, to show off to the next

generation of children at Christmas time.

Pattern inspiration

;LIVI[MPP ]SY ƤRH TEXXIVRW JVSQ# &IWMHIW

magazines like Love Knitting for Baby (your

favourite, right?), the yarn companies are a

good place to look. King Cole and DMC have

a large selection of Christmas patterns for

babies, for both garments and little gifts.

From top left: Santa Personalized Christmas

Stocking, www.annieswoolens.com; Kangaroo

Stocking, Crafting4Ever2013 on Etsy; Christmas

Tree Baby Hat, CottonPickings on Etsy; Kristin

7RS[ƥEOI 4SQTSQ ,EX [[[ PMRHE[LEPI GS�YO

“Knit a Christmas ornament for every yea
child’s life – each one would tell a story”

Special fe ture

r aaa
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TVSFEFP] XLI ]EVR [IMKLXW ]SYŭPP ƤRH ]SYVWIPJ

knitting with. And Christmas is the best time

for knitting with fancy yarns.

Baby yarn ranges are sometimes made

in pastel colours only – classic red, green

and white in solid shades within the same

yarn range in 4ply or DK are surprisingly thin

on the ground, but we have found some

great options. Cascade 220 Fingering is one

– there’s even a red called Christmas Red

(shade 8895). Then there’s King ColeMerino

Blend 4ply and DK, Opal Uni 4ply, and Sirdar

Snuggly 4ply and DK.

Also, there’s a perfect festive colour theme

in CascadeHeritage Prints, a self-patterning

yarn in multi-colours –Holidays (shade 26)

works up into a gorgeous red, green and white

is one of the book publishers that has a

wonderful range of knitting collections by

well-known knit designers. For little Christmas

KMJXW XS ƤPP E WXSGOMRK[MXL� XV] 7YI 7XVEXJSVHŭW

Mini Knitted Christmas, with patterns for 26

festive characters. It’s just one of many

books with knits that are crying out to be

nestled into a stocking

Online searches will also lead you to plenty 

of independent knit designers and yarn

companies with their own ranges of fabulous 

Christmas knitting patterns. Etsy and Ravelry 

are always great places to look for these.

Yarns galore

When it comes to yarn, since you’re looking

to make smallish items, 4ply and DK are

Special feature

Knits Book Three by

Zoe Halstead, www.

johnlewis.com

8ST8S � 0MXXPI0 6IMRHIIV 8ERO� [[ PMRHE[LEPI GS�YO

&SXXSQ� 'LVMWXQEW 4YHHMRK &SSXMIW� 4VIGMSYW

Newborn Knits on Etsy
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Special fe ture

King Cole Tinsel Chunky is a hairy yarn

that’s comprised of 25% lurex and comes in

nearly three dozen colours. It’s wonderful for

animal fur when knitting toys, and the White

shade would be perfect for Santa’s beard and

the trim of his red coat.

If you don’t want the glitz of lurex, Stylecraft

Eskimo is another hairy yarn that’s ideal for.

Try Winter White (shade 5006) for Santa’s

beard or a snow queen’s coat.

Whatever little knitted fancies you’ll be

WXYJƤJJ RK MRXS FEF]ŭW WXSGOMRK XLMW 'LVMWXQEW�

whether it’s booties and hats, darling toys or

delightful decorations, we’re sure you’ll have

huge fun knitting them, and even more joy

when they’re unwrapped. Merry Christmas!

Written by Jenny May Forsyth

Christmassy faux fair isle pattern (£8.99,

100g/400m, www.woolwarehouse.co.uk).

For fancy yarns, King Cole are hard to beat.

Their Party Glitz 4ply is simply made for fun

festive knitting, with a lurex thread twisted

in, giving a sparkle to your knits! Seasonal

shades include Santa (red, 2351), Elf (green,

shade 2550), Grinch (green, red and slate,

2354) and Sugar Plum (lilac, lime and slate,

2355). King Cole’s Cosmos is a metallic yarn

that’s littered with sequins. It has a super-

WLMR] IJJIGX XLEX [MPP VIƥIGX PMKLX� ERH FEFMIW

will love to look at it. It’s great for decorations

like baubles, but not suited for garments or

toys in case babies bite the sequins off. Try

silvery Galactica (shade 1095), golden Orbit

(1098) and new Ruby (1104). 

%VXMWER ]EVRW
*SV�YRMUYI�]EVRW�XS�ORMX�]SYV�
Christmas gifts with, these 
independent designers are 
LERH�QEOMRK�FIEYXMJYP�XVIEXWŷ

Festive glitz 
Christmas with 

+PMXXIVXLVIEH���TP]�QIVMRS�

]EVR�QEHI�[MXL�VIH��KVI]�

ERH KPMXXIV FSYGPI�

g ,150g/750m, £17.32,
www.jollyknits.comj ll k it

Merry minis 
Christmas is Coming 

1MRM�7OIMRW��WYTIV[EWL�

QIVMRS�R]PSR��TP]�MR�,SPP]

+S�0MKLXP]��+S�&IVV]�+S�

ERH 7RS[ƥEOIW WLEHIW�� 

20g/85m, £2.50,
www.etsy.com/uk/shop/

LamingtonLassYarns

Candy canes 
'LVMWXQEW�1MRXW��WSGO�

[IMKLX�]EVR�MR�W[IIX�

shades of red, green  

ERH [LMXI�

100g/423m, £16,
www.etsy.com/uk/shop/

LochBriarKnits

Flower power 
Poinsettia Christmas: 

VIH�ERH�KVIIR�&PYIJEGIH�

0IMGIWXIV WSGO [IMKLX�  

100g/365m, £13,
www.etsy.com/uk/

shop/ThorndollyYarn

So sparkly  
7SJX�6SQERGI���TP]� 

(/�GSXXSR�EGV]PMG� 

mix in rich red and 

WMPZIV]�KVI] X[MWX�

100g/280m, £3.70,
www.twicebakedyarns.com

Top: Santa Booties, heavento n Etsyoseven on Etsy 

Bottom: Waldorf Christmas Gnomes, 

deniza17 on Etsy
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Kitty cutie
Completely adorable in

every way, this hooded

jacket from Rico is the 

cat’s whiskers!  

A playful
knit for
tots!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Cat jacket
You will need
■ Rico Baby Classic DK, 50g in:

Orchid (shade 05) x 3 (4: 5: 6: 7) balls

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles

■ 1 button

■ 2 small black buttons for eyes

■ Grey yarn for whiskers

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 21 sts and 42 rows to 10cm (4in) over

garter-stitch using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5)

needles or the size required to give the 

correct tension

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Cat jacket

About this yarn
Rico Baby Classic DK
50% polyamide, 50% acrylic 

165m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.79, www.woolwarehouse.co.uk

CAT JACKET
Back
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles

and thumb method, cast on 53 (57: 63: 69: 

75) sts.

Row 1 Knit.

This row is called g-st (garter-stitch).

Working in g-st (throughout) cont until back

measures 15 (18: 23: 26: 31)cm or 6 (7: 9: 

10¼: 12)in, ending with a WS row. 

Shape raglan armholes

Cast off 3 (3: 3: 4: 4) sts at beg of next  

2 rows. 47 (51: 57: 61: 67) sts.

Work 28 (28: 24: 32: 28) rows, dec 1 st at

each end of 1st and every foll 4th row. 33 

(37: 45: 45: 53) sts.

Work 12 (14: 22: 18: 26) rows, dec 1 st at

each end of 1st and every foll alt row. 21 

(23: 23: 27: 27) sts.

Cast off rem 21 (23: 23: 27: 27) sts. 

Left front
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles  

and thumb method, cast on 33 (35: 38: 41: 

44) sts.

Working in g-st (throughout) cont until left

front measures 15 (18: 23: 26: 31)cm or 6

(7: 9: 10¼: 12)in, ending with a WS row. **

Shape raglan armhole

Cast off 3 (3: 3: 4: 4) sts at beg of next row. 

30 (32: 35: 37: 40) sts.

Next row Knit.

Work 28 (28: 24: 32: 28) rows, dec 1 st at

raglan edge of 1st and every foll 4th row. 

23 (25: 29: 29: 33) sts.

Work 5 (9: 13: 9: 17) rows, dec 1 st at raglan

edge of 1st and every foll alt row. 20 (20: 22: 

24: 24) sts. 

Shape neck

Cast off 12 (14: 12: 14: 14) sts at beg of 

next row. 8 (6: 10: 10: 10) sts.

Work 5 (3: 7: 7: 7) rows, dec 1 st at each end 

of 1st and every foll alt row. 2 sts.

Next row P2tog.

Fasten off. 

L
ittle ones love dressing up

and playing make believe, 

but sometimes those

JERG] HVIWW SYXƤXW EVIRŭX XLIQSWX

practical! Luckily, Rico Design has

come up with the perfect solution

– a warm jacket with a cute cat’s 

face embroidered on the cosy

hood. Now everyone’s happy! This 

knit is worked in a soft acrylic

blend in a gorgeously delicate

pink shade. It’s washable on a

cold cycle, too, which is ideal for a

jacket that is sure to be well loved!

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 0-9 mths 9-18 mths 18-24 mths 3-5 years 5-7 years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41-46 46-51 51-56 56-61 61-66

in 16-18 18-20 20-22 22-24 24-26

Actual
measurements

cm 50 55 60 66 71

in 19¾ 21¾ 23¾ 26 28

Full Length
cm 28 32 38 42 48

in 11 12½ 15 16½ 19

Sleeve length
cm 17 20 24 29 33

in 6½ 8 9½ 11½ 13
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Garter stitch creates
a flat fabric that’s

hardwearing and won’t  
roll at the edges
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Cat jacket

Right front
Work as given for Left Front to **.

Next row Knit.

Shape raglan armhole

Cast off 3 (3: 3: 4: 4) sts at beg of next row. 

30 (32: 35: 37: 40) sts.

Work 22 (26: 26: 30: 28) rows, dec 1 st at

raglan edge of 1st and every foll 4th row. 

24 (25: 28: 29: 33) sts.

For 5th size only

Work 6 rows, dec 1 st at raglan edge of 1st 

and every foll alt row. 30 sts. 

For all sizes

Cast on 8 (8: 8: 10: 10) sts at beg and dec 0

(0: 1: 0: 1) st at end of next row. 32 (33: 35: 

39: 39) sts.

Work 4 rows, dec 1 st at raglan edge of 2nd

and foll 0 (alt: alt: alt: alt) row. 31 (31: 33: 37: 

37) sts.

Next row Knit to last 4 sts, yfwd, k2tog (to 

make buttonhole), k2.

Work 3 rows, dec 1 st at raglan edge of 1st 

and foll alt row. 29 (29: 31: 35: 35) sts.

Next row Knit to last 8 (8: 8: 10: 10) sts,

cast off 8 (8: 8: 10: 10) sts. 21 (21: 23: 25: 

25) sts.

With RS facing, rejoin yarn and cont as folls:

Shape neck

Cast off 12 (14: 12: 14: 14) sts at beg

and dec 1 st at end of next row. 8 (6: 10: 10: 

10) sts.

Next row Knit.

Work 5 (3: 7: 7: 7) rows, dec 1 st at each end 

of 1st and every foll alt row. 2 sts.

Next row P2tog, fasten off. 

Sleeves (both alike)
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles

and thumb method, cast on 29 (31: 31: 35: 

39) sts.

Work in g-st throughout as folls:

Inc 1 st at each end of 9th (9th: 9th: 11th:

11th) and every foll 6th (8th: 8th: 10th: 12th) 

row to 33 (45: 47: 51: 57) sts.

Inc 1 st at each end of every foll 8th

(10th: 10th: 12th: 14th) row to 43 (47: 51: 

55: 59) sts.

Cont without shaping until sleeve measures

17 (20: 24: 29: 33)cm or 6½ (8: 9½: 11½: 13)

in, ending with a WS row.

Shape raglan

Cast off 3 (3: 3: 4: 4) sts at beg of next 2 

rows. 37 (41: 45: 47: 51) sts.

Work 32 (32: 32: 36: 36) rows, dec 1 st at

each end of 1st and every foll 4th row. 21 

(25: 29: 29: 33) sts.

Work 8 (10: 14: 14: 18) rows, dec 1 st at

each end of 1st and every foll alt row. 13 

(15: 15: 15: 15) sts.

Cast off rem 13 (15: 15: 15: 15) sts.

Hood
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and

thumb method, cast on 37 (39: 41: 42: 44) 

sts.

Work in g-st until hood measures

47 (50: 53: 56: 58)cm or 18½ (19¾: 21: 22: 

22¾)in, ending with a RS row. 

Cast off (on WS). 

Hood border

With RS facing and using 3.25mm (UK 10, 

Top Tip
Check your tension –

if you have fewer stitches
use thinner needles, if you
have more stitches use 

thicker needles
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A touch of simple
embroidery will
add the cute
factor to your 

jacket!
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Cat jacket

US 3) needles, pick up and knit

123 (131: 137: 145: 151) sts evenly along 

RS row-end edge of hood.

Row 1 P1, *k1, p1; rep from * to end.

Row 2 K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to end.

These 2 rows are called 1x1 rib.

Work 3 rows more in rib.

Cast off in rib.

Ears (make 4 pieces)

Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

thumb method, cast on 12 sts.

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

These 2 rows are called st-st (stocking-

stitch).

Work in st-st (throughout) as folls:

Work 2 rows.

Work 3 rows, dec 1 st at each end of 1st 

and foll alt row. 8 sts.

Dec 1 st at each end of next row. 6 sts. 

Cast off rem 6 sts.

To make up
Join raglan seams. Join side and sleeve

seams. Fold hood piece in half lengthways

and join the seams together on the left hand 

side to form the back seam of the hood.

Placing the back seam of the hood to the

middle of the back neck, and the hood

border 1.25 cm (½in), from both neck edges,

sew the hood in position around the neck 

and sleeve top edges.

Join two pieces of each ear with RS facing

and sew onto hood as in photograph. Sew

on buttons for the eyes, then embroider a

nose and whiskers using satin stitch and

backstitch. Sew on button. Pin out jacket

to the measurements given. Cover with

clean, damp tea towels and leave until dry.

See ball band for washing and further care 

instructions.

Top Tip
If you enjoy embroidery,

why not add some more to 
the cute little ears  

on this jacket?

This jacket is great for

the days when it’s not

cold enough for a coat
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We love…
Lots of you will be knitting cuddly toys in time for Christmas,

so here’s a little inspiration for you!

SPARKLE & SHINE

Sirdar Snuggly Pearls
DK Pearly Lilac
(430), £3.50 for a
50g (170m) ball.
Find your local

stockist at www.

sirdar.co.uk

PARTY TIME

King Cole Baby Glitz
DK Turquoise
(1721), £2.99 for a
100g (290m) ball.
Find your local

stockist at www.

kingcole.com

DECK THE HALLS

James C. Brett
Twinkle DK shade
22, £2.37 for a
100g (300m) ball.
Find your local

stockist at www.

jamescbrett.co.uk

3 shades for glittery knits
Great-value festive yarns

Sophie’s world
In what might just be the sweetest

collaboration we’ve seen this year, luxury

knitting kit company Stitch & Story have

joined forces with iconic baby teething toy

FVERH� 7STLMI PE KMVEJIo XS FVMRK ]SY ƤZI

exclusive baby knit kits, using their super

ƤRIQIVMRS FEF] ]EVRW� 'LSSWI �MJ ]SY

can), between an adorable raglan sweater,

a striped blanket, a hat with dinky giraffe

horns and two bootie sets – one with a

headband and one with mini mitts. Each

beautifully packaged kit contains everything you need

to get started, including merino yarn, bamboo needles

and an easy-to-follow knitting pattern – plus, a Sophie

la girafe® label to add to your labour of love.

Knitting kits, from £23.99, www.stitchandstory.com

What makes a really special baby toy?

Every new baby deserves their own teddy.
I knitted one for my friend’s new baby and
every month he gets his photo taken with
his teddy – to show how much he’s grown!

What yarn do you like for warm baby knits?

I love DK merino. It lets the skin breathe
and is stretchy and comfortable for baby.

What baby trends do you predict for 2018?

I think we’ll see a revival of pretty lace, but
used with more modern styles and colours.

What’s your inspiration for knitted toys?

It usually starts with a lovely yarn! It’s fun
to use faux fur yarns, and create extra large
toys such as my squidgy octopus!

Believe in magic

Measure up

Make sure your

stuffed toys turn

out just the way

you want them

with one of these

cute personalised

measuring tapes.

£8.95 from www.
redberryapple.co.uk

with designer Angela Turner
Q
with d

&ATake a pinch
of stardust,
a sprinkle of
magic and
three balls
of Sirdar’s
irresistibly
soft Touch
yarn…We
just love this
cute unicorn

pattern, which is worked in chunky
yarn on 6.5mm (UK 3, US 10½)
needles.With her wonderfully soft,
ƥYJJ] [MRKW� WLIŭPP XVERWTSVX FEF] SJJ
to dreamland in no time at all. 
Pattern, £2.95 (ref 2486). Visit 
www.sirdar.co.uk or call 01924 231 
682 for stockists

Knitting trends

Add a  
bit of 

sparkle!
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Q&A   

Meet some of our knitting experts…

Joanna
Benner
has helped many

people learn to

knit, and is ready to

share her know-how

Lucy Whyld
is Love Knitting’s

editor and has all the

very latest yarn and

baby garment trends

EX LIV ƤRKIVXMTW

Angela
Turner
has designed many

of the baby patterns

and toys featured

in Love Knitting

Sarah
Heys
has a degree in

Knitwear Design

and is here to solve

your yarn tangles

Ask the experts
We invite a top team of knitting experts to answer your problems.   

Send your questions to us at love.knitting@immediate.co.uk

care washing them just in case.

Luckily, merino can be machine-

washed, but only on a delicate

or wool cycle (at or below 30°C).

A good product to use is Ecover

Delicate Laundry Liquid, which

won’t cause damage. Also, when

drying, make sure you leave them

XS HV] ƥEX� E[E] JVSQ HMVIGX LIEX�

GENTLE WASH

QI’ve been given lots of

lovely hand-knitted clothes

for my baby girl from friends,

which is lovely. What is the best

way to wash them? They feel

really soft, so I'm wondering if

they are merino and I’m worried

about damaging them. Can you

give me some advice?

Maddy Hickman, Reading

ALucy says: It might

be worth asking your

JVMIRHW FIJSVI ]SY [EWL XLIWI

KEVQIRXW� 1EHH]� -J ]SY GER�X

do that, and you think your

baby clothes may have been

knitted in merino, we’d take

AAngela says: That’s a lovely

[EVQ ]EVR JSV GSW] [MRXIV

baby knits! I’d suggest using

garter stitch because, as you

can see in the sample it’s hard

to see what the stitch is anyway!

%PWS� XLMW QEOIW MX HMJƤGYPX XS

see when you need to knit and

purl. For this same reason, I’d

recommend knitting a pattern

with minimal patterning and

shaping, as it can be hard to

tell where you are in a pattern

unless you make a note at the

IRH SJ IEGL VS[� -X�W XLI TIVJIGX

]EVR JSV E FPEROIX�

WITH THIS RING...

QMy friend bought me a

knitting ring for my birthday

last year as I’ve been doing a lot

of knitting for my grandson, but

I’m not really sure how to use it!

What does it do?

Wendy Tibbs, Falmouth

ASarah says: Knitting rings

EVI KVIEX JSV GSPSYV[SVO�

as they allow you to run several

WXVERHW SJ ]EVRW XLVSYKL XLI

holes in the ring, stopping them

getting tangled as you knit. They

also help you keep your tension.

I think knitting rings are a really

handy tool, and easy to use, too.

I hope this helps,Wendy.

Knit a simple

pattern with

XLMW ƥYJJ] ]EVR�

% ]EVR VMRKQEOIW E

WTIGMEP KMJX JSV E ORMXXIV

8V]�)GSZIV�(IPMGEXI�

0EYRHV]�0MUYMH�SR�

[SSPPIR�ORMXW

FLUFFY FIND

QI bought some Sirdar 

7RS[ƥEOI�HSYFPI�ORMXXMRK�

yarn the other day because I 

PMOI�LS[�ƥYJJ]�MX�MW��ERH�XLSYKLX�

I could knit something cosy for 

my little girl. I’m not sure what 

to do with it, though! Do you 

have any tips for knitting with  

it? Is there a particular stitch 

that works best?

Diane Harris, London
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Small donations

ETHICAL YARN

QMy daughter-in-law only

wears ethically sourced 

clothing and I’d love to knit 

something for her newborn, but

I’m worried about picking a yarn

that she would want. Please

could you recommend a yarn 

I could use? 

Sandra Davies, Cardiff

AJo says: We’re sure your

daughter-in-law would

be happy with any handmade

KMJX ]SY KEZI LIV� FYX XS QEOI

MX I\XVE XLSYKLXJYP MX [SYPH FI

nice to use a sustainable yarn.

;IŭZI JSYRH E PSZIP] PSSOMRK

]EVR JSV ]SY GEPPIH Ŭ7[EHHPI� F]

1VW1SSR �e���� JVSQ [[[�

PSSTORMXXMRKWLST�GSQ� -X�W E

QM\ SJ ��	J IXLMGEPP] WSYVGIH

WYTIVƤRIQIVMRS ERH ��	 FEF]

alpaca, with shades including

1EVWLQEPPS[� 7YKEVIH %PQSRH

and Gooseberry Fool. 

NURSERY KNITS

QI due to have a little girl in

a couple of months and

I’m in serious nesting mode!

Please could you suggest some

patterns for furnishings and

toys for the nursery, please? I

can knit and crochet but prefer 

crochet-style accessories.

Tilly Fuller, Essex

QI knit for socks hats for

premature babies at our

ocal hospital and always havel

ittle bits of yarn left over –l

could you suggest somethingc

could knit with them? I wasI

thinking I could then donatet

my creations to the hospitalm

charity shop.c

Jenny Moore, YorkJ

AJo says: What a great

MHIE� .IRR]� -ŭZI JSYRH E

JEFJ FSSO[LMGL[MPP FI TIVJIGX

JSVJ ]SY XS YWI YT EPP XLI FMXW

SJS ]EVR ]SY LEZI PIJX SZIV� -XŭW

calledc 200 Fun Things to Knit

�e����� JVSQ .SLR 0I[MW ERH

is packed with cute patterns

that are quick to knit. You

GSYPH ORMX WSQI SJ XLI ƥS[IVW

and birds and then turn these

into pretty brooches to give

to the charity shop. They’d

also make great keyrings or

hanging decorations!

ASarah says: ;IŭZI JSYRH XLI

TIVJIGX GVSGLIX GSPPIGXMSR

JSV ]SY GEPPIH Let’s Crochet Again

JVSQ 6MGS �e�� JVSQ ,SFF]GVEJX

online or in store). I think you’ll

PSZI XLI TMPPS[W ERH TSYJW JSV XLI

nursery – absolutely gorgeous!

EASY STRIPES

QPlease could you

recommend a self-striping

yarn? I tried to knit a stripy

jumper for my daughter and got

fed up of changing yarn all the

time and dreaded sewing in the

IRHW� WS MX RIZIV KSX ƤRMWLIH�

Ella Price, Leicester

AAngela says: We know the

JIIPMRK� )PPE� ,SFF]GVEJX

LEW NYWX EHHIH E FIEYXMJYP

WIPJ�WXVMTMRK ]EVR [LMGL[SYPH

QEOI E PSZIP] NYQTIV JSV ]SYV

HEYKLXIV� 'EVSR �&EF] 'EOIWŭ

MW TVMGIH EX e� ERH GSQIW MR

some lovely colourways, but our

JEZSYVMXI MW 4ERWMIW�

LABEL IT

QI make and sell knitted baby

clothes and would like to

make a label with my name on it

to personalise the clothes. I was

thinking about stitching these,

7[EHHPI FEF] MR

XLMW IXLMGEPP]

WSYVGIH ]EVR

9WI YT PIJXSZIV

]EVR [MXL XLMW

LERH] FSSO

7XMXGLIH PEFIPW [MPP EHH E RMGI
XSYGL XS LERHQEHI GPSXLIW

1EOI PMKLX [SVO

SJ E WXVMTI] NYQTIV

[MXL &EF] 'EOIW

but it would take long time!

Do you know a way of getting 

them printed?

Leslie Harrop, Kent

ALucy says: 9WMRK E Ŭ,ERH

knitted by Leslie’ tag

would be a really lovely way 

to let people know your items

EVI LERHQEHI� ;IŭZI JSYRH

a great site where you can

get stitched labels in various

HMJJIVIRX GSPSYVW ERH [MXL XLI

EHHMXMSR SJ E PMXXPIQSXMJ� XSS� MJ

you like. You can even choose

whether to have iron-on or

sew-on labels. Visit www.

wunderlabel.com to design

your own. It will be a lot quicker 

than hand stitching them! 
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Love Knitting for Baby 
magazine is your complete 

baby and toy collection 

Every issue is packed full with beautiful

and seasonal patterns that little ones and

you will love. Inside are all your favourite

yarn brands including Bergère de France,

Debbie Bliss, Peter Pan, Rico, Sirdar and

more. There are also gorgeous gift ideas

and adorable toys, plus expert advice and

tips for all levels of knitter from beginner 

to expert.

SIMPLY TAP HERE TO 

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

TAP 
HERE

 for more 
info

red direct to your deviceGet Love Knitting for Baby deliveb d li

Save when you subscribe to the digital edition
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10 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 33%

10 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 33%

13 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 38%

10 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 33%

10 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 33%

9 ISSUES FOR £34.99

SAVE 35%

10 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 33%

10 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 33%

12 ISSUES FOR £29.99

SAVE 43%

13 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 38%

13 ISSUES FOR £29.99

SAVE 49 %

12 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 30%

10 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 33%

10 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 33%

26 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 46%

10 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 33%

10 ISSUES FOR £39.99

SAVE 33%

13 ISSUES FOR £29.99

SAVE 46%

NEW!

TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING 

AND GIVE A GIFT THAT LASTS ALL YEAR

Order a magazine as a gift subscription before the 16th December and 

not only will you SAVE up to 49% on the price but we’ll also send you 

a FREE Christmas card to personalise!

SEE OUR

FULL RANGE

OF MAGAZINES

ONLINE

To receive your free greetings card in time for Christmas, gift orders 

must be received by the 16th December 2017. This off er closes on the 

31st December 2017.

This off er is valid for UK delivery addresses only. All savings are 

calculated as a percentage of the full shop price, excluding Radio Times 

and Match of the Day which are calculated as a percentage of the Basic 

Annual Rate. For overseas rates visit 

www.buysubscriptions.com or call +44 (0) 1604 973 747. All Christmas 

gift subscriptions will start with the fi rst issue available in January 2018. 

Should the magazine change in frequency; we will honour the number 

of issues and not the term of the subscription.

*Radio Times and Match of the Day are published weekly, and their

subscriptions are for 26 issues. The Basic Annual UK Subscription Rate 

of Radio Times is £144.78. This price is for one year and includes the

Christmas double issue and a contribution towards postage. The Basic

Remember ordering online is safe and secure, choose from 

any of these payment options

ORDER NOW!

QUOTE CODE: X17AD

Subscribing online is quick and easy. Visit

or call our hotline 0330 053 8660†

mobile-friendly site easy searchsafe and secure

subscriptions.com/christmas
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Striped jumper

M
ake sure baby is ready

for the party with this

ever-so-cute jumper

in a stylish stripe pattern. The

stripes feature on the front, back

and sleeves for all-over interest,

and we just love the colours –

off-white, contrasting with a soft

silvery shade and shimmery gold

GVIEXI E PY\YVMSYW TEPIXXI XLEXŭW ƤX

for your little treasure! There are

two yarns in this knit, both with

REXYVEP ƤFVIW JSV E W[IEXIV WS

soft against baby’s delicate skin.

About this yarn
Rowan Alpaca Soft DK
70% virgin wool, 30% alpaca

125m per 50g

Hand wash

£6.95, www.loveknitting.com

Fit for a prince

Top Tip
Swap to a washable 
acrylic DK yarn if you 

plan to make this jumper 
an ‘everyday’ knit

Knit this neutral sweater by Susan Campbell for a 

special occasion. The stripes lend a smart look, while 

quality yarn and shiny buttons add a touch of class

ElmeKamel.ir
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-J�]SYŭVI�E�GSRƤHIRX�

FIKMRRIV��XLMW�W[IEXIV�

MW�E�TIVJIGX�ƤVWX�KEVQIRX

Easy  
stripes for  a stylish 

ƤRMWL�
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Striped jumper
You will need
■ Rowan Alpaca Soft DK, 50g in:

Simply White (shade 20)  x 1(1: 2: 2) 

ball – MC

■ Rowan Softyak DK, 50g in:

Savannah (shade 234) x 1 (1: 1: 1) ball  

Plain (shade 232) x 1 (1: 1: 1) ball 

■ 3mm (UK 11) knitting needles

3.5mm (US 4) knitting needles

4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ Stitch holder

■ Buttons x 5 (5: 5: 6)

Measurements
■ Up to 3 months (3-6: 6-9: 9-12) months

Tension
■ 22 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in) square 

over st-st using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) 

needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Striped jumper

STRIPED JUMPER
Front
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and MC,

cast on 49 (55: 61: 67) sts and work 6 rows 

in garter stitch.

Change to 3 colour x 2 row stripes and work

in st-st. Do not break off the yarn but carry 

along at the edge of the work.

Work straight until front measures 16 (17:

18: 19)cm or 6¼ (6¾: 7: 7½)in, ending on a 

WS row.

Change to MC, break off yarns not required.

Cast off 3 sts at beg of next 2 rows.

Row 1 K1, k2tog tbl, k to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1.

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 Knit.

Row 4 Purl.

Work rows 1-4 twice more, then rep rows

1-2 until 29 (31: 33: 35) sts rem, ending on 

a RS row.

Shape neck

Next row P17 (19: 21: 23), slip the last 5 (7: 

9: 11) sts onto a stitch holder, p to end.

Cont on the last set of sts as folls:

Next row K1, k2tog tbl, work to last 2 sts, 

k2tog.

Next row P2tog, p to end.

Next row K1, k2tog tbl, work to last 2 sts, 

k2tog.

Next row Purl.

Next row K1, k2tog tbl, work to last 2 sts, 

k2tog.

Next row P2, p2tog tbl, p to end.

Next row K1, k2tog tbl, k1.

Next row P2tog tbl, p1.

Next row K2tog.

Fasten off.

Rejoin yarn at neck edge.

Next row K2tog, work to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1.

Next row P to last 2 sts, p2tog.

Next row K2tog, k to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1.

Next row Purl.

Next row K2tog, work to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1.

Next row P1, p2tog, p2.

Next row K1, k2tog, k1.

Next row P1, p2tog.

Next row K2tog. 

Fasten off.

Back
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and MC,

cast on 49 (55: 61: 67) sts and work 6 rows 

in garter stitch.

Change to 3 colour x 2 row stripes. Do not

break off the yarn but carry along at the 

edge of the work.

Work straight until back measures 16 (17:

18: 19)cm or 6¼ (6¾: 7: 7½)in, ending on a 

WS row.

Change to MC, break off yarns not required.

Cast off 3 sts at beg of next 2 rows.

Row 1 K1, k2tog tbl, k to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1.

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 Knit.

Row 4 Purl.

Work rows 1-4 twice more and then rep

rows 1-2 until 25 (27: 29: 31) sts rem, 

ending on a WS row.

Next row K1, k2tog tbl, k to last 3 sts,  

k2tog, k1.

Next row P1, p2tog, p to last 3 sts, p2tog 

tbl, p1.

Rep the last 2 rows once more. 17 (19: 21: 

23) sts

Place sts onto a stitch holder.

Sleeves (both alike)
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and MC,

cast on 29 (31: 33: 35) sts and work 4 rows 

in garter stitch.

Change to 3 colour x 2 rows stripes. Do not

break off the yarn but carry along at the 

edge of the work.

Inc 1 st at each end of the 5th row and

every foll 6th row until there are 37 (39: 

Top Tip
You may find it easier

to insert a crochet hook
to pick up a stitch, before 

placing the loop on  
the needle

Pattern

2 rows of Simply White 

2 rows of Plain

2 rows of Savannah

ElmeKamel.ir
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Striped jumper

41: 45) sts, cont straight until the sleeve

measures approximately 13.5 (15: 16.5:

21.5)cm or 5½ (6: 6½: 8½)in, ending on a

WS row and same stripe row as back.

Shape raglan

Break off the two contrast yarns and cont in 

MC only.

Cast off 3 sts at beg of next 2 rows.

Next row K1, k2tog tbl, k to last 3 sts,  

k2tog, k1.

Next row Purl.

Next row Knit.

Next row Purl.

Rep last 4 rows 1 (2: 3: 3) time(s) more.  

27 (27: 27: 31) sts

Next row K1, k2tog tbl, k to last 3 sts,  

k2tog, k1.

Next row Purl.

Rep last 2 rows until 7 sts rem, ending on a 

WS row.

Slip sts onto a stitch holder.

To make up
Block and press work.

Join all the raglans with the exception of  

the left front raglan.

Join side and sleeve seams.

Neck band

With RS facing and using 3.5mm (US 4)

needles and MC, pick up and k8 (9: 10: 11)

sts from left front neck, k5 (7: 9: 11) sts

from front neck, pick up and k8 (9: 10: 11)

sts from right front neck, 7 sts from right

sleeve, 17 (19: 21: 23) sts from back and 7

sts from left sleeve. 52 (58: 64: 70) sts  

Knit 1 row.

Change to 3mm (UK 11) needles and knit 5 

rows.

Cast off.

Join left front raglan to the point where the 

stripes end.

Buttonhole band

With RS of the jumper front facing and

using 3.5mm (US 4) needles and MC, beg

EX�XLI�ƤVWX�WXVMTI�ERH�IRHMRK�EX�XLI�XST�IHKI�

It’s in the detail
=SYŭPP RIIH ƤZI SV WM\ FYXXSRW JSV

the raglan button band, depending

SR [LMGL WM^I ]SY EVI ORMXXMRK� 8LMW

X]TI SJ GPSWYVI PSSOW WQEVX� ERH

GVIEXIW E [MHI STIR RIGO WS XLEX MXŭW

IEWMIV�XS�WPMT�XLI�NYQTIV�SRXS�FEF]��

of the neckband, pick up and k27 (29: 31: 

33) sts.

Knit 2 rows.

Next row K2, *yf, k2tog, k3*, rep from * to * 

4 (4: 4: 5) times more, K0 (2: 4: 1).

Cast off.

Slip-stitch lower end of buttonhole band 

over raglan.

Sew buttons to correspond with 

buttonholes. 

More ideas
8LMW TEXXIVR MW

taken from Very

British Baby Knits

F] 7YWER 'EQTFIPP�

(£12.99, www.

WIEVGLTVIWW�GSQ

8LMW NYQTIV PSSOW WS

EHSVEFPI [MXL E TEMV SJ

NIERW�SV�WQEVX�XVSYWIVW
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Blanket buddy

O
wls stay awake at

nighttime, so they

make perfect bedtime

companions for tired tots, taking

care of them as they sleep until

morning. Our cute character

sits at the centre of a hexagonal

blanket, which is shaped by

increases at six points around

the circumference, starting at the

owl’s feet. Use the softest merino

wool for your baby to snuggle

into. This off-white shade is just

the thing for a sweet snowy owl!

About this yarn
Drops Baby Merino 4ply
100% washable merino wool

160m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.80, www.woolwarehouse.co.uk

Snowy snuggles

Top Tip
Choose from 40 

beautiful colours of  
this soft merino yarn  

by DROPS

Little ones will love cuddling up to Gwen Steege's 

beautiful blanket with a snowy owl at the  

centre – a gorgeous new-baby gift

ElmeKamel.ir
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The owl and blanket are

both worked in the round

on double-pointed needles

A good size for 
little fingers to 

hold onto, our owl 
is super cuddly

ElmeKamel.ir
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Blanket buddy
You will need
■ Drops Baby Merino 4ply, 50g in:  

Off White (shade 02) x 1 ball

■ Set of four 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) 

double-pointed needles

3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) circular needle

40cm (16in) long or size needed to 

obtain correct tension

■ Crochet hook for cast-on

■ 4SP]IWXIV XS] ƤPPMRK

■ 7GVETW SJ PEGI�[IMKLX SV ƤRKIVMRK�[IMKLX�

yarn for the owl’s features

■ Yarn needle

■ Stitch markers

Measurements
■ Blanket: 30.5cm (12in) across

■ Owl: 6.5cm (2½in) tall

Tension
■ 24 sts and 48 rows to 10cm (4in) over 

g-st, using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3)  

knitting needles

Abbreviations
■ 3/3 RC - Slip 3 sts onto cable needle and

hold in back, k3 from left needle, k3 from 

cable needle

■ 3/3 LC - Slip 3 sts onto cable needle and

hold in front, k3 from left needle, k3 from 

cable needle

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Blanket buddy

Blanket buddy
Owl
Using a provisional cast-on method (see 

opposite page), cast on 24 sts.

Divide sts onto three needles, with 12 sts on

one needle and 6 sts on each of the other

two. Join into a round, being careful not to 

twist the stitches.

Rounds 1-3 Knit.

Rounds 4-5 P8, k8, p8.

Rounds 6-7 P7, k10, p7.

Rounds 8-9 P6, k12, p6.

Round 10 4�� ��� 6'� ��� 0'� T��

Rounds 11-20 P6, k12, p6.

Round 21 Repeat round 10.

Rounds 22-26 P6, k12, p6.

Round 27 Repeat round 10.

Round 28 Knit.

Rearrange stitches so that the 12 sts that

hold the owl’s front are on one needle and 

the other 12 sts are on the other needle.

Use the three-needle bind off (see opposite

page) to bind off the front and back stitches 

together, leaving a 15cm (6in) tail for

sewing. Weave this tail back to centre of 

seam in preparation for sewing ears.

Finishing the owl’s head

Following the shape of the smaller cables

and using the photo and diagram as a

guide, use scrap yarn to embroider a

buttonhole stitch wheel for each of the  

eyes (see above).

Embroider the beak below the eyes.

7XYJJ XLI S[PŭW FSH] [MXL XS] ƤPPMRK�

Use yarn tail at centre-top to draw the

centre stitch of the bound-off edge down

into the body to create the owl’s ears. 

Secure tail inside body.

Buttonhole stitch embroidery

With yarn threaded on yarn needle,

bring needle from back to front at the

edge of the circle and pull yarn through;

pass from front to back through the

center of the circle; pass from back to

front immediately to the right of the last 

exit point on the edge; with yarn

under the needle tip from left to right, 

pull yarn through.

A cute friend

for baby at

bedtime! 
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Blanket buddy

Top Tip
If you accidentally drop a
stitch, use a crochet hook
to work the stitch back 

up the ladder 

More ideas
This sweet pattern

comes from One-

Skein Wonders®

for Babies (www. 

storey.com)

Provisional cast-on

1. Make a crochet chain with scrap yarn

that is at least 6 chains longer than the 

number of stitches to be cast on.

�� 'EWX SR F] ORMXXMRK [MXL XLI TVSNIGX�]EVR�

into the back loops of the chain.

3. To remove the scrap yarn when you've

ƤRMWLIH XLI ORMXXMRK� TYPP SYX XLI GVSGLIXIH

chain and carefully place the live stitches  

on a needle. 

Three-needle bind-off

This technique is used to join two sets of

live stitches.

1. Place the two sets of stitches to be

bound off on separate needles. Hold the

needles parallel in your left hand with

right sides of the knitted fabric touching.

2. Insert the tip of a third needle into the

ƤVWX WXMXGL SR FSXL RIIHPIW�ERH�ORMX�XLIWI�

two stitches together.

3. Repeat step 2. You now have 2 stitches 

on the right-hand needle.With one of

the needles in your left hand, lift the

ƤVWX WXMXGL SR XLI VMKLX�LERH RIIHPI SZIV

the second and off the needle, as for a 

regular bind-off.

4. Repeat until all sts are bound off. 

Blanket
'EVIJYPP] VIQSZI WGVET ]EVR JVSQ XLI

provisional cast-on a few stitches at a time,

placing the stitches on a needle as you go.  

Place 8 sts on each of three needles.

Join and purl one round, placing a marker

between the 4th and 5th stitch on each

needle. These markers along with the ends 

of each needle, mark the six segments

where you will be making the increases.

Round 1 *K1, m1L, knit to marker, m1R, sm,

k1, m1L, knit to end of needle, m1R; rep from

* on needles 2 and 3. You now have 36 sts.

Round 2 Purl.

Round 3 Knit.

Round 4 Purl.

Repeat rounds 1-4 sixteen times.  

You now have 228 sts.

Bind off using 3-stitch I-cord bind off as 

follows:

At the beginning of the bind-off row, cast

on required number of stitches onto the left

needle (the needle that is holding the edge

stitches). *Knit to the last cast-on stitch, 

ssk; without turning, slip all worked stitches 

to the left needle; repeat from * until all

edge stitches have been bound off. Bind off

the I-cord stitches. If binding off a circular

piece, cut the yarn, leaving a 15cm (6in) tail

and use the tail to seam the two ends of the 

I-cord bind-off together. 

Weave in ends.
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Knitting basics

Make a slip knot Start all knitting projects with this easy knot

Twist the yarn into a loop, and

form a second loop of yarn to pull

XLVSYKL XLI ƤVWX SRI� EW WLS[R�

Twist the yarn into a loop and 8MKLXIR XLI ƤVWX PSST MRXS E ORSX

EVSYRH XLI WIGSRH� 8LMW [MPP RS[

FI ]SYV ƤVWX GEWX�SR WXMXGL�

8MKLXIR XLI ƤVWX PSST MRXS E ORSX

Cast on – two needle method Use this for a strong, hardwearing edge

Insert the left needle tip through

the front of this new loop, dropping

MX SJJ XLI VMKLX RIIHPI�

Insert the left needle tip through 6ITIEX WXITW ��� EW RIIHIH�

forming new stitches from the

XST WXMXGL SR XLI PIJX RIIHPI�

6ITIEX WXITW � � EW RIIHIHWith the slip knot on your left

needle, insert the right needle

JVSQ JVSRX XS FEGO SJ XLI PSST�

With the slip knot on your left Wrap the ball end of the yarn

anticlockwise around the right

RIIHPI� 4YPP XLMW XLVSYKL XLI PSST�

Wrap the ball end of the yarn

Never knitted before? 
*SPPS[�SYV�WXIT�F]�WXIT�
diagrams and instructions 
XS�KIX�WXEVXIH��-XŭW�IEWMIV�
than you think!

Cast off ;LEX XS HS [LIR ]SYŭZI VIEGLIH XLI IRH

8S FIKMR� ORMX SRP] XLI ƤVWX X[S

WXMXGLIW MR XLI GEWX�SJJ VS[�

8S FIKMR ORMX SRP] XLI ƤVWX X[S 4YWL XLI PIJX RIIHPI XLVSYKL XLI

ƤVWX WXMXGL� 0MJX MX SZIV XLI WIGSRH

stitch and off the right needle

4YWL XLI PIJX RIIHPI XLVSYKL XLI With one stitch now on the right

needle, knit another stitch and

VITIEX WXIT � XS XLI IRH SJ XLI VS[�

With one stitch now on the right 'YX XLI ]EVR PIEZMRK E ��GQ ��MR

tail, and pull the tail through the

ƤREP GEWX SJJ WXMXGL�

'YX XLI ]EVR PIEZMRK E ��GQ ��MR

Wrap the ball end of the yarn

ERXMGPSGO[MWI EVSYRH XLI RIIHPI�

4YWL XLI RIIHPI XLVSYKL XLI PSST�

Wrap the ball end of the yarn Slide the loop off your thumb and

XMKLXIR FSXL IRHW� 6ITIEX WXITW

��� JSV IEGL WXMXGL�

Slide the loop off your thumb andMake a slipknot with a long tail

SJ ���J GQ ��MR TIV WXMXGL XLEX XLI

TEXXIVR EWOW ]SY XS GEWX SR��

Make a slipknot with a long tail Loop the tail end of the yarn

around your left thumb, and slide

XLI RIIHPI XMT MRXS XLMW PSST�

Loop the tail end of the yarn

Cast on – thumb method 9WI XLMW JSV ER I\XVE�WXVIXGL] IHKI

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3 4

3

3

4

4
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Knitting basics

Standard abbreviations

0 = no stitches

alt = alternate

approx = approximately

beg ! FIKMR�RMRK

cb = cable back

CC = contrast colour

cf = cable forward

ch = chain

cn = cable needle

co = cast on

cont = continue

dc = double crochet

dec ! HIGVIEWI �MRK �F]

working two stitches together

DPNs ! HSYFPI�TSMRXIH RIIHPIW
foll = following

g-st = garter stitch

inc ! MRGVIEWI �MRK

k = knit

k2tog = knit 2 sts together

k(1)tbl ! ORMX �� MRXS FEGO PSST
kfb = knit into front and back

of stitch

kwise = knitwise

ktog = knit together

LH = left hand

LT = left twist

m1 = make one stitch by picking

up the loop lying between the

stitch just worked and the

next stitch and working into 

the back of it

m-st = moss stitch

MB = make bobble

MC = main colour

P1 = work into the stitch

directly below the one at the

tip of the left needle, and drop

the stitch on the needle off  

as usual

p2tog = purl 2 sts together 

�� WXMXGL HIGVIEWIH

p3tog ! TYVP � WXW XSKIXLIV
�� WXMXGLIW HIGVIEWIH

patt = pattern

Knit 0IEVR XLI FEWMG WXMXGL XLEX IZIV]SRI PSZIW

Insert the right needle into the left

RIIHPIŭW XST WXMXGL� JVSQ JVSRX XS

FEGO� [MXL XLI ]EVR EX XLI FEGO�

Insert the right needle into the left Hold the yarn around the right index

ƤRKIV ERH [VET MX ERXMGPSGO[MWI

EVSYRH XLI VMKLX RIIHPI�

Hold the yarn around the right index

Using the right needle, pull this

new loop of yarn through the

WXMXGL SR XLI PIJX RIIHPI�

Using the right needle pull this Ease the stitch off the left needle,

keeping the new stitch on the right

RIIHPI� 6ITIEX XLIWI WXITW�

Ease the stitch off the left needle

Purl A knit stitch on the other side

Insert the right needle into the

JVSRX SJ XLI PIJX RIIHPIŭW XST WXMXGL��

[MXL XLI ]EVR EX XLI JVSRX�

Insert the right needle into the ;MXL ]SYV VMKLX MRHI\ ƤRKIV� [VET

the yarn anticlockwise around the

XST SJ XLI VMKLX RIIHPI�

;MXL ]SYV VMKLX MRHI\ ƤRKIV [VET

Using the right needle, pull this

new loop of yarn back through

XLI JVSRX SJ XLI WXMXGL�

Using the right needle pull this Ease the stitch off the left needle,

keeping the new stitch on the right

RIIHPI��6ITIEX XLIWI WXITW�

Ease the stitch off the left needle

patt2tog = work 2 st together

in pattern

p = purl

pfb = purl into front and  

back of stitch

PM = place marker

psso = pass slipped  

WXMXGL SZIV
pwise = purlwise

rem ! VIQEMR �MRK

rep or rept ! VITIEX �MRK

rev ! VIZIVWI
rev st-st ! VIZIVWI WXSGOMRK
stitch

rnd(s) ! VSYRH�W �SR E
GMVGYPEV RIIHPI�(42W

RH = right hand

RS = right side

RT = right twist

skpo = slip 1, knit 1, pass

WPMTTIH WXMXGL SZIV
sl = slip

sl st = slip stitch

sm = stitch marker

sppo = slip 1, purl 1, pass

WPMTTIH WXMXGL SZIV
ssk = slip 2 stitches one at a

time, knit 2 slipped stitches

XSKIXLIV �� WXMXGL HIGVIEWIH

sssk ! WPMT � WXMXGLIW SRI EX
E XMQI� ORMX � WPMTTIH WXMXGLIW
XSKIXLIV �X[S WXMXGLIW
HIGVIEWIH

st(s) ! WXMXGL�IW

st-st = stocking stitch

tbl = through back of loop

tog = together

tr = treble crochet

WS = wrong side

wyib = with yarn at back

wyif = with yarn in front

ybk = yarn to the back

yf or yfwd = yarn forward

yo or yon ! ]EVR SZIV RIIHPI
yrn = yarn round needle

14 2mm 0

13 2.25mm 1

– 2.5mm –

12 2.75mm 2

11 3mm –

10 3.25mm 3

– 3.5mm 4

 9 3.75mm 5

8 4mm 6

7 4.5mm 7

6 5mm 8

5 5.5mm 9

4 6mm 10

3 6.5mm 10½

2 7mm –

 1 7.5mm –

0 8mm 11

00 9mm 13

000 10mm 15

– 12mm 17

– 15mm 19

– 20mm 36

 – 25mm 50

UK METRIC US UK METRIC US UK METRIC US

Needle sizes

1
2

�
�

�
�

7
8

9
1
0

1
1

1
2

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

1
7

1
8

1
9

2
0

2
1

2
2

�
�

�
�

�
�

n
c

h
1

22
�

�
�

�
7

8
9

1
0

1

3

1

3

2

4

2

4
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add pretty edging or motifs to your knitted projects
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Crochet basics

1, 2 & 3-ply /RMX SR � � ���QQ RIIHPIW� 9WI JSV HIPMGEXI PEGI ORMXXMRK ERH

FEF] KEVQIRXW��+SSH JSV WSGOW ERH KPSZIW�

4-ply /RMX SR � � �QQ RIIHPIW� +VIEX JSV FEF] GPSXLIW��LIEZMIV WSGOW ERH

PMKLX[IMKLXPMKLX[IMKLX XSTWXSTW�

Double knitting (DK)bl k i i ( ) /RMX/ M SR ��� � ���QQ RIIHPIWHP � 9WYEPP]PP HSYFPIH FP XLIL [IMKLXM L

SJ ��TP]T ]� XLMW MW XLI QSWX [MHIP]] YWIH [IMKLXK ��7YMXEFPI JSV QSWX KEVQIRXWK ERH

UYMGO XS ORMX YT�

Chunky /RMX SR ��� � �QQ RIIHPIW� %WWSGMEXIH [MXL SYXHSSV [IEV ERH [MRXIV

NNYQTIVW� IEXKVIEX JSVJSV SZIVWM^IHSZIVWM^IH KEVQIRXWKEVQIRXW��

Super chunky /RMX SR � � ��QQ RIIHPIWHP � %% KVIEXX [IMKLXM LX JSVJ FIKMRRIVWFIKMRRIVW� EWEW MXMX

TVSHYGIW UYMGO VIWYPXW� H+SSH JJSV J RMWLMRKWJYVRMWLMRKW�

Big /RMX SR � � ��QQ RIIHPIW� 4IVJIGX JSV I]I�GEXGLMRKX LM WGEVZIWW ERHERH GSEXWGSEXW� EWEW

[IPP EW GSW] GYWLMSRW ERH XLVS[W�

Aran Knit SR � � ���QQ RIIHPIW� 3VMKMREPP] GVIEXIH JSV ƤWLIVQIRŭW NYQTIVW�

9WI [LIR (/ MWRŭX LIEZ]] IRSYKLK � ERH GLYRO]] MW XSS FYPO]]� 4IVJIGX JSV SYXHSSV

SV [EVQ GPSXLMRK�

UK METRIC US

Hook sizes

How to crochet

Foundation chain Like casting on, this is the basis for your crochet pproject

With the yarn still under the hook,

bring the hook through the slip knot

XS GVIEXI E RI[ PSST�

Lengthen the chain bin by repeating

WXITW ���� GVIEXMRK E RI[[ GGLEMR

WXMXGL [MXL IEGL VITIEX�

To start, make a slip knot around 

]SYV GVSGLIX LSSO�

Bring the yarn around the hook

from the back to the front and

GEXGL XLI ]EVR [MXL XLI LSSO�

'EVV] XLI ]EVR SZIV XLI LSSO EKEMR��

and draw this through both loops

SR ]SYV GVSGLIX LSSO�

Double crochet A basic stitch that creates a dense fabric

Yarn weights

There are lots of different weights of yarn to choose from, so read

our handy guide to picking the right yarn for your project, from 

HIPMGEXI PEGI[IMKLX XS FPEROIXW ERH GLYRO] FMK ORMXW���

Insert your hook into the loop of  

the next stitch and carry the yarn

SZIV XLI LSSO�

&VMRK XLI ]EVR XLVSYKL XLI WXMXGL�

=SY [MPP RS[ LEZI X[S PSSTW SR

]SYV GVSGLIX LSSO�

14 2mm B/1

13 2.25mm –

12 2.5mm C/2

11 3mm –

10 3.25mm D/3

9 3.5mm E/4

8 4mm G/6

7 4.5mm 7

6 5mm H/8

5 5.5mm I/9

4 6mm J/10

3 6.5mm K/10½

2 7mm –

0 8mm –

00 9mm –

000 10mm –

1

1

2

2

3

3

4
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Angela Turner
www.angelaturner

designs.etsy.com

Ann Franklin
www.ravelry.com/

designers/ann-franklin

Designer Yarns
www.designeryarns.uk.com

01535 664 222

DROPS
www.garnstudio.com

Get Knitted
www.getknitted.com

0117 300 5211

Immediate Media is a company dedicated to producing the very best consumer specialist 

magazines. Magazines are edited and designed to inform our readers, enhance their lives 

and give them the best value for money possible. 

© Immediate Media Ltd 2017

We take great care to ensure all elements of Love Knitting for Baby are  accurate. 

However, we accept no liability for any misprints or mistakes that appear in this magazine.

Love Knitting is published by:

Immediate Media Limited, 2nd Floor, Tower House,

Fairfax Street, Bristol BS1 3BN 

Tel: 0117 927 9009 

Fax: 0117 934 9008

Jane Burns 
www.janeburns.co.uk

Jo Allport 
www.yarntreedesigns.com

Katharina Ritter 
www.ravelry.com/

designers/katharina-ritter

Peter Pan 
www.tbramsden.co.uk 

01943 872 264

Readicut  
www.readicut.co.uk

0116 713 759 
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Joanna Benner 

For pattern help  
patternhelp@immediate.co.uk

Order hotline and customer enquiries 
To order a single copy of Love Knitting for Baby  
or any of our wonderful craft magazines,  
please call the order hotline on 0844 844 0388

Join us on Facebook 
Become a fan of our Love Knitting Facebook  
page and show us your latest creations. Find us  
at www.facebook.com/loveknittingmagazine

Copyright guidelines 
Unauthorised reproduction of this magazine, in whole or part, 
is prohibited without written permission of the publisher. This 
magazine is not to be resold, lent or hired out for more than  
the recommended retail price or in part.

7EJIX]�ƤVWX
Always attach embellishments securely, including buttons 
and loose threads. Use a high-quality stuffing for toys and 
consider stitching features such as eyes in the same yarn 
you’re knitting in. 

Immediate Media is working to ensure that all its paper is 
sourced from well-managed forests. This magazine can be 
recycled, for use in newspapers and packaging. Please remove 
any gifts, samples or wrapping and dispose of it at your local 
collection point.

We abide by IPSO’s rules and regulations. To give feedback 
about our magazines, please visit immediate.co.uk, email 
editorialcomplaints@immediate.co.uk   
or write to the Editor, Lucy Whyld at the address below.

Rico Design  
www.rico-design.co.uk

Rowan  
www.knitrowan.com

01484 950 630

Val Pierce
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01924 231 682
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www.sublimeyarns.com

01924 369 666
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Shopping guide
Buy yarn and pattern books from this issue, 
plus take a look at our designers’ websites
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And ƤREPP]ŷ

The last word
1IIX HIWMKRIV ERH NSYVREPMWX .SERRE &IRRIV�

[LSWI KVERHGLMPHVIR EVI LIV ORMXXMRK MRWTMVEXMSR���

Who taught you to knit, and how long have

you been knitting for?

1] QYQ XEYKLX QI XS ORMX [LIR - [EW

WIZIR� ,S[IZIV� -ŭQ RSX XIPPMRK ]SY LS[ PSRK

EKS XLEX [EW�

'ER ]SY VIQIQFIV XLI ƤVWX XLMRK ]SY IZIV

knitted?

8LI ƤVWX YRWXVYGXYVIH MXIQ [EW E LSPI]

WGEVJ� FYX XLI ƤVWX MXIQ JVSQ E ORMXXMRK

TEXXIVR [MXL MRGVIEWIW ERH HIGVIEWIW [EW

E TEMV SJ HSPPŭW ORMGOIVW [LMGL - QEHI [LIR -

[EW XIR�

,S[ HMH ]SY WXEVX HIWMKRMRK ]SYV S[R

ORMXW#

- PSZI WI[MRK EW [IPP EW ORMXXMRK WS LEZI

PSXW SJ WI[MRK ERH ORMXXMRK TEXXIVRW� FYX SRI

HE] - JSYRH E FSSO GEPPIH� Practical Knitting

Illustrated� -X [EW TYFPMWLIH MR XLI ��ŭW ERH

MRWMHI MX XIPPW ]SY LS[ XS JSPPS[ E ORMXXMRK

TEXXIVR JVSQ E WI[MRK TEXXIVR F] [SVOMRK

SYX XLIQIEWYVIQIRXW ERH XLI XIRWMSR ũ MX

[EW E PMKLXFYPF QSQIRX�

What do you enjoy about knitting for

FEFMIW#

7SQI TISTPI NYWX PMOI ORMXXMRK� ERH WSQI PMOI

XS KIX XS XLI ƤRMWLIH VIWYPX� -ŭQ XLI PEXXIV� WS

ORMXXMRK JSV FEFMIW MW XLI UYMGOIWX [E] XS KIX

E ƤRMWLIH VIWYPX ERH FIWMHIW ũ XLI] EP[E]W

PSSO KSVKISYW MR LERH ORMXW�

(IWGVMFI ]SYV ORMXXMRK WX]PI

% HEMP] LEFMX��

What are you working on at

the moment?

% ŬXST HS[Rŭ GEVHMKER JSV SRI

SJ Q] KVERHGLMPHVIR�

;LS SV [LEX MRWTMVIW ]SYV

HIWMKRW#

*VI]E��'LEVPMI� 'PMS ERH ,IRV]

ũ Q] JSYV KVERHGLMPHVIR� -ŭQ

GSRWXERXP] XLMROMRK SJ [LEX

- GER QEOI JSV XLIQ� FYX EW

'LEVPMI MW RS[ ��� LIŭW XSS GSSP

JSV LERHORMXW� -ŭQ WYVI XLEX [MPP

GLERKI MR E JI[ ]IEVW�

;LEXŭWŭ ]SYV JEZSYVMXI SJ ]SYV

S[R HIWMKRW#

-XŭW EP[E]W XLIQSWX VIGIRX�

8IPP YW [LEX ]SYŭVI GYVVIRXP] YT XS���

-ŭQ [SVOMRK [MXLQ] HEYKLXIV XS WSVX

HIWMKRW SYX JSV ER )XW] WLST GEPPIH 4MGSX

ERH 4YVP (IWMKRW� -ŭQ ZIV] I\GMXIH EFSYX MX�

;LEX EHZMGI [SYPH ]SY KMZI XS E RI[

knitter?

9WI E LMKL HIƤRMXMSR ]EVR �RSXLMRK JY^^]

ERH HSRŭX WXEVX [MXL �TP]� %R %VER SV GLYRO]

[SSP MW TVIJIVEFPI FIGEYWI ]SY GER WII XLI

WXMXGLIW IEWMP]�

,EZI ]SY IZIV LEH ER] ORMXXMRK HMWEWXIVW#

3RP] SRI ũ XLI [MK - ORMXXIH JSVQ]

HEYKLXIVŭW SRIQSRXL SPH FEF]�

Who do you admire in the knitting world?

)PM^EFIXL >MQQIVQER ERH /EJJI *EWWIX

;LEX LEZI FIIR ]SYV TVSYHIWX

EGLMIZIQIRXW EW E

HIWMKRIV#

7IIMRKQ] ƤVWX HIWMKR MR E

EKE^MRI�

o you have any favourite 

]EVRW JSV FEF] ORMXW#

-ŭZI WXEVXIH ORMXXMRK [MXL %VER

]EVR MRWXIEH SJ �J QSWXP]�

SYFPI ORMX� - XIRH XS YWI

EHYPX ]EVRW EW [IPP EW FEF]

]EVRW FIGEYWI MXŭW RSX WS

PMQMXMRK� - PMOI X[IIH] ]EVRW

Joanna has been 

designing for 

knitting magazines 

for many years, 

and created this 

gorgeous supplement 

exclusively for 

Love Knitting for Baby in 2015. Shoe 

Collection features fabulous footwear 

ideas for tiny tots, aged three to six 

months. Take a look at it here:  

www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/

shoe-collection-trainers 

T EX S

JSV PMXXPI NEGOIXW ERH WGEVZIW�

(S ]SY XLMRO XLIVI EVI ER] RI[ XVIRHW

IQIVKMRK MR FEF] ORMXW#

*EMV MWPI ERH GMVGYPEV ]SOIW ũ XLI]ŭVIQYGL

IEWMIV XLER XLI] PSSO� IWTIGMEPP] MJ ]SY SRP]

YWI X[S GSPSYVW MR SRI VS[�

;LEXŭW RI\X JSV ]SY#

1SVI HIWMKRMRK� QSVI ORMXXMRK� FYX QSVI

WI[MRK MR Q] RI[ WI[MRK VSSQ EW [IPP�

oanna Benner (above), loves J
nitting for her gorgeouskn
randchildren, includingg
dorable Clio (pictured)a

]

]

]

The book that

kickstarted Jo’s career
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GET THE NEXT  
ISSUE DELIVERED  

TO YOU FOR FREE!*

PRE-ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
CALL 03330 162 138 and quote ‘Love Knitting February 2018 Print 1’

ONLINE www.buysubscriptions.com/LKFB42

Lines open weekdays 8am to 6pm, and Saturday 9am to 1pm for orders only. Overseas please call +44 (0) 1604 973 746 

*Free delivery available on UK orders only. EUR price £6.99, ROW price £7.99. All prices include p&p.

Please allow 14 days for delivery.

In the next issue...
Your next issue of Love Knitting for

Baby is packed with ideas to help

kick-start your knitting new year!

Make your resolution to

order your copy, today!

At just £4.99, this  
issue includes:

■ The best knits for 2018
■ Gorgeous new-baby gift ideas

■ Patterns for all skill levels
■ Adorable toys

Contents subject to change

The February issue

is on sale 12th

January, but you

can pre-order your

copy today with

FREE UK delivery!

Only

£4.99
including 

p&p

SIZES 
FROM

BIRTH TO
3 YEARS
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